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Abstract
Clarifying the genetic relationship between Neolithic East Asian Hunter-Gatherers and
modern human populations is one of the keystones to understand the complex history of modern
East Eurasian populations. Neolithic hunter-gatherers, Jomon people, inhabited the Japanese
Archipelago from 16,000 years ago, and while their origin and relationship with modern humans
have been long debated, details remain unclear. To solve these questions, I investigated
mitochondrial DNA and nuclear DNA of Jomon individuals excavated from Sanganji Shell Mound,
Fukushima Prefecture, Tohoku region, Japan. I decided mitochondrial DNA haplotypes from four
Sanganji Jomon individuals, and conducted statistical analyses. I found that their mitochondrial
DNA haplotypes, M7a and N9b, were unique to modern Japanese. When I compared frequencies of
mitochondrial DNA haplotypes of modern East Eurasians and other Jomon populations which were
previously reported, I observed that Northern Jomon people were genetically closer to Udegey of
Southern Siberia than other continental East Eurasians. This implies that Northern Jomon people
originated from Northeast Asia. Microblade culture with Araya type burin was introduced from
Northeast Asia into Japanese Archipelago via Sakhalin in the Upper Paleolithic period. The genetic
similarity among Northern Jomon people and modern Southern Siberian is therefore plausible. I also
found that Jomon people were genetically heterogeneous in terms of their geographical regions. It is
not clear whether this heterogeneity indicates the multi-origin or sub-structure of Jomon people. For
investigating their origin and relationship with modern humans based on genomic DNAs, I
sequenced 60 million base pairs of nuclear Jomon genomes with next generation sequencer, GAIIx
and Hiseq 2000. The Jomon genomic DNA clearly evidenced that Neolithic Jomon people were
genetically isolated from modern East Eurasians for a long time, and they diverged from the
ancestors of both northern and southern East Eurasians but postdated the divergence of East
Eurasian and Melanesians. It implies that the genetic structure of modern East Eurasians was formed
after the divergence of Jomon people ancestors and other East Eurasians. Another conclusion is that
Jomon genomic DNAs were highly inherited to Ainu people and Okinawa people, who live in
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Northern and Southern part of the Japanese Archipelago, respectively, compared to Mainland people.
The finding supports the dual structure model proposed by Hanihara Kazuro and others based on
craniofacial data analyses. Another controversial issues are the genetic relationship between archaic
humans and modern humans. Using phylogenetic network analysis and D-statistic analysis, I
observed that Jomon people and other non-Africans shared more derived alleles with Vindija
Neanderthal than Africans. The sharing confirms the existence of archaic gene flow from Vindija
Neanderthal into the ancestors of modern non-Africans. Furthermore, I also detected Denisovan
gene flow into not only Melanesians but also to Sanganji Jomon and Dai ethnic minority group of
Southern China, while Ainu people as well as modern East Asians did not show a sign of the gene
flow. This indicates that first migrants from Sundaland into East Asia had genetic components of
Denisovan, but the remnants were diluted or disappeared in modern East Asians. The Denisovan
DNA in East Eurasians and Melanesians is a footprint of early modern human migration into East
Eurasia.
The heterogeneity of Jomon people in mitochondrial DNA implies the complexity of the
Jomon history. To investigate whether Jomon people from different regions and period were
genetically heterogeneous, I sequenced more Jomon genomes from four samples; Shikkariabe
Jomon from Aomori Prefecture, Yugura Jomon from Nagano Prefecture, Daizenno-Minami Jomon
from Chiba Prefecture, and Odake Jomon from Toyama Prefecture, respectively. I successfully
sequenced about 10% and 80% of Jomon nuclear genomes from Yugura Jomon and Shikkariabe
Jomon DNA samples, respectively. Using principal component analysis, I found that Jomon people
were homogeneous at least in northern part of the Japanese Archipelago. The small pairwise distance
between Shikkariabe Jomon and Yugura Jomon also supports their homogeneity. I also investigated
the genetic relationship between Shikkariabe Jomon and archaic humans to examine whether Jomon
people really have more Denisovan DNA materials than other East Eurasians. Using principal
component analysis, phylogenetic network, and D-statistic analysis, I confirmed the evidence of
Denisovan gene flow into the ancestors of Shikkariabe Jomon people.
I also sequenced the genome of Upper Paleolithic Ryukyuan, who lived ca. 20,000 years
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ago, to investigate the earlier stages of human migration into the Japanese Archipelago, and the
genetic relationship between Upper Paleolithic humans and Jomon people. I obtained 0.03% of the
whole genome, and informative SNPs were limited. Despite of this small dataset, I observed a
genetic similarity between Jomon and Paleolithic Ryukyuan. I speculate that both Jomon people and
Paleolithic Ryukyuan share same ancestors, who migrated from Southeast Asia into East Asia.
In summary, I observed that Jomon people were genetically quite unique in East Eurasia,
and it suggests that Jomon people were the descendants of early stage of humans who migrated into
East Asia. The finding indicates that Jomon people are very important populations to clarify how
early modern humans migrated into East Asia. A draft sequence of the Shikkariabe Jomon genome
made me possible to compare the Jomon genome with other ancient and modern human genomes.
This will certainly deepen the understanding the history of not only modern Japanese and Jomon
people but also East Eurasians and Native Americans. Part of the Jomon genome from several
individuals approached to the truth of their population structure (homogeneous or heterogeneous). In
addition, genome sequences from 20,000 year-old Upper Paleolithic Ryukyuan will accelerate the
elucidation of genetic relationship between Upper Paleolithic Japanese and Jomon/present-day
individuals. Finally, one of the most important things is the genetic relationship between Jomon
people and archaic humans. I observed the genetic relationship not only between Jomon and Vindija
Neanderthal but also between Jomon and Denisovan. Since the conclusion of this study is based on
partial sequences of the Jomon genome, further analyses with more genome sequence data and other
statistical methods are necessary in future studies. The existence of Denisovan DNA material in
Jomon people will be one of the main debates connected to not only the history of Japanese but also
the origin and population structure of East Eurasians.
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Chapter 1
General Introduction

1.1 Out of Africa and the history of East Eurasians
The history and origin of modern humans were studied for a long time in many fields such as
archeology, anthropology, linguistics, and genetics. The analysis of mitochondrial and nuclear DNA
revealed that Homo sapiens originated in Africa about 200,000 years before present (YBP), and
dispersed from Africa by 60,000 YBP. The questions of how and when did they migrate from Africa
are still under debates. Some part of the Paleolithic hunter-gatherers, who were in an early stage of
modern humans, migrated northward and entered into the present-day Europe area, and the others
migrated eastward and reached into East Eurasia (Figure 1.1). Southeast Asia was occupied by
Paleolithic humans at least 50,000 YBP, and was a corridor through which the humans traveled not
only into Sahul land (present-day Australia, Papua New Guinea, and Tasmania) but perhaps also into
East Asia. Archeological evidences suggest that Paleolithic hunter-gatherers had reached Australia
and East Asia by 50,000 YBP and 40,000 YBP, respectively. The stream of this series of human
dispersal reached the Japanese Archipelago by 30,000 YBP.
Rice, Oryza sativa japonica, was first domesticated from a specific population of Oriza
rufipogon around the middle area of the Pearl River in southern China (Huang et al., 2012), and the
timing of rice domestication was between 9000 and 4500 YBP (Fuller et al., 2009). The rice
agriculture dispersed to many regions of East Eurasia by 3,000 YBP. The disperse caused
unquantifiable but a greater or lesser degree of genetic exchanges between the original indigenous
populations and immigrants from mainland East Asia (Jacob, 1967). The rice agriculture entered into
Japanese Archipelago via Korean peninsula about 3,000 YBP, and it seems that the genetic exchange
between hunter-gatherers and agricultural people, so called Yayoi immigrants, is no exception.
Recent advances in research methods have demonstrated a rapid population transition and associated
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large-scale genetic exchange between newly immigrated agriculturists and pre-existing huntergatherers.
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Figure 1.1: Populations and timescales involved in the origin of modern humans
(From Scally and Durbin [2012] with modification)
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1.2 History of human populations on the Japanese Archipelago
In the last glacial maximum (between 26,500 and 19,000 YBP), temperatures were much
lower than present days (Clark et al., 2009). Accordingly, the sea level was more than 100 meters
lower than the present level at the peak (Lambeck et al., 2002). At that period, the Japanese
Archipelago connected to the Eurasian continent, and continental humans could easily migrate into
the Japanese Archipelago. Paleolithic stone tools evidence the existence of humans. Hand-axes, one
of Paleolithic stone tools, were present before 30,000 YBP in the Japanese Archipelago (Imamura,
1996). This skill came from somewhere of continental East Eurasia. Knife-shape tools, which were
widely used during the Upper Paleolithic period of the Japanese Archipelago, are rarely found in
continental Eurasia. During the last stage of the Upper Paleolithic period, microblade tools prevailed
throughout much of the Japanese Archipelago. The stone tool industry dispersed from continental
Eurasia. The microblade differentiated into some types. Araya type burin, which widely spread over
Northeast Asia, was introduced into Northern part of the Japanese Archipelago via Sakhalin, and
non-Arayan type burin, which was distributed over Southern East Asia, was introduced into southern
part of the Japanese Archipelago (Figure 1.2).
After the Upper Paleolithic period, Jomon culture began in the Japanese Archipelago. Cord
marked ("jomon" in Japanese) pottery is the critical feature of Jomon culture, which ranged
geographically from Hokkaido to Okinawa, stretching over 4,000 km from north to south. The
Jomon period ranged from 16000 to 3000 YBP (~2,300 YBP in the northern of Japan) (Kobayashi,
2008, Harunari and Imamura, 2004) (Figure 1.3), and the Jomon period is typically divided into the
following six periods: Incipient (16,000~11,000 cal BP), Earliest (10,500~7,000 cal BP), Early
(7,000~5,470 cal BP), Middle (5,400~4,420 cal BP), Late (4,420~3,220 cal BP), and Final
(3,220~2,300 cal BP). The Japanese Archipelago was apart from the East Eurasian continent after
the end of the last glacial maximum, at 10,000-9,000 BP. Jomon people were not only
geographically but perhaps also genetically isolated from continental Eurasia after that period.
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Figure 1.2: Introduction of microblade stone tools into Japanese Archipelago
(Based on Yoshizaki [1986])
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Figure 1.3: Brief chronological table of the cultural traditions in the three areas of the
Japanese Archipelago
(from Nakahashi, 2005 with some modifications)
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During the last stage of the Final Jomon period, agricultural people migrated into Japanese
Archipelago via Korean Peninsula. It is currently believed that those agricultural migrants admixed
with indigenous Jomon people, and became the genetic basis of modern Japanese. Within modern
Japanese, Ainu and Ryukyuan, who live in Northern and Southern part of the Japanese Archipelago,
respectively, are morphologically closer to Jomon people. This suggests that the two populations
were less admixed with agricultural migrants and their descendants.
The origin of Jomon people has been debated for long time. Craniofacial data suggest that
Jomon people came from somewhere in Southeast Asia (Turner, 1987, 1990; Hanihara, 1991;
Matsumura, 2007; Matsumura et al., 2009, Yamaguchi, 1999), while archaeology and recent studies
of cranial morphology suggest that the Jomon people were of northern origin (Imamura, 1996;
Hanihara and Ishida, 2009; Nakashima et al., 2010). Molecular biology is a strong discipline to
investigate the history of human migration. For the last 30 years, nuclear classic genetic markers
(e.g. blood type, HLA, and Y-chromosome) and mitochondrial DNA data were available for the
study of human history. Studies based on classic markers proposed that Jomon people were northern
origin (Nei, 1995; Omoto and Saitou, 1997). Recently, genome wide SNP (single nucleotide
polymorphism) data became available to investigate the history of human migrations. Jinam et al.
(2012) presented the genetic uniqueness of Ainu people, but did not discuss about the origin of
Jomon people. Modern Japanese are probably the admixture of Jomon and the agricultural people,
and it is difficult to estimate the origin of Jomon people from the genetic information of modern
humans, which are indirect evidences. As direct evidence, DNA sequences of Jomon people have
been reported for almost a quarter century (Horai et al., 1989, 1991; Shinoda and Kanai, 1999;
Shinoda, 2003; Adachi et al., 2008, 2009a, 2009b, 2011). The direct evidence may clarify the origin
of Jomon people.

1.3 Sanganji Shell Mound
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To clarify the Jomon origin, I attempted to sequence mitochondrial DNA and nuclear DNA
from Jomon samples as direct evidence. I focused on samples taken from skeletal remains of the late
to final Jomon period Sanganji Shell mound site in Tohoku Region, Japan (Figure 1.4). Sanganji
Shell Mound is located in the coastal area of Fukushima Prefecture (Figure 1.5). The chronological
age of the burials, belonging to the late to final Jomon period, is considered to lie within the range
from 4,000 to 2,500 YBP, based on Jomon pottery chronology. The 1952-1954 excavations of the
Sanganji Shell Mound were carried out by the Special Committee for Jomon Chronology of the
Japanese Archaeological Association (1952 excavation), and by the Department of Anthropology,
The University of Tokyo (1954 excavation). The remains have been stored in The University
Museum, The University of Tokyo, for more than 50 years. Figure 1.6 shows the excavation trench
of Sanganji Shell Mound in 1954, and skeletons of at least 40 Jomon individuals were excavated
from the trench. The details of the excavation trench in 1952 were not reported, and we do not know
the relationship among the individuals from 1952 excavation and those from 1954 excavation.
Ancient mitochondrial DNA analyses on Sanganji Jomon people are described in Chapter 2 of
this Thesis, and this content was already published by Kanzawa-Kiriyama et al. (2013).
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Figure 1.4: Geographical location of the Sanganji site and other sites of Tohoku Jomon people
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Figure 1.5: Geographical location of the Sanganji Shell Mound and other Shell Mounds located in
coastal aria of Fukushima prefecture (from Fukushima Museum, 1988)
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Chapter

2

Mitochondrial DNA analysis of four Sanganji Jomon individuals

2.1 Introduction
Archeological, morphological, and genetic methods have been used to elucidate the
history of human migration for a long time, and mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) data of modern
humans have also been used to elucidate our history from 1980s. However, those genetic data of
modern humans are the summation of all ancient migrations. Therefore, genetic origin of Jomon
people, and genetic relationship between Jomon people and modern East Eurasians, is largely
unknown. To directly investigate the origin of the Jomon from a genetic standpoint, in the last
few decades, mtDNAs from ancient skeletal remains have been analyzed (Horai et al., 1989,
1991; Shinoda and Kanai, 1999; Shinoda, 2003; Adachi et al., 2008, 2009a, 2009b, 2011).
Analyses of ancient materials are useful, because they directly clarify maternally inherited
mtDNA into haplogroups. So far, Jomon materials from three regions, the Hokkaido, Tohoku,
and Kanto regions (Figure 2.1) have been analyzed. Comparisons of mtDNA haplogroup
frequencies with other East and Northeast Asian populations indicated that the genetic structure
of the Hokkaido Jomon (the northernmost of the Jomon populations) exhibited some similarities
with indigenous modern Siberian populations inhabiting the lower Amur riverine system,
particularly the Ulchi and Udegey people (Adachi et al., 2011). However, the genetic affinity of
the other Jomon people, especially of the Tohoku Jomon was not sufficiently classified in Adachi
et al. (2009a). Furthermore, the mtDNA haplogroups, N9b and M7a, characteristic to the Tohoku
Jomon are scarce in the other modern populations except the modern Japanese (including Ainu
and Ryukyuan people) and Udegey. In order to further understand the origin of the Jomon people
based on ancient mitochondrial DNA, additional analyses of the Tohoku Jomon is essential.
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Figure 2.1: A map of East Eurasia and geographic locations of the East Asian and Siberian
populations compared in the present study
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2.2 Materials and Methods
2.2.1 Sample collection
The Sanganji shell mound is located in the northern part of Fukushima Prefecture,
Tohoku region (Figure 1.4). The chronological age of the burials, belonging to the late to final
Jomon period, is considered to lie within the range from 4,000 to 2,500 years BP. To analyze
mtDNA haplogroups, I used teeth from four Sanganji Jomon individuals housed in The
University Museum, The University of Tokyo (Table 2.1). Three of these came from skeletal
remains catalogued as UMUT-131421 (Endo and Endo, 1979), which includes six to eight
individuals from what is known as secondary burial C (Fukushima Museum, 1988). In the
following analysis, I designate these three individuals as 131421-1, 131421-2, and 131421-3.
The fourth individual that I examined, UMUT-131464 (Endo and Endo, 1979), comes from
secondary burial B, which includes approximately 10 individuals (Fukushima Museum, 1988).
A single, well-preserved molar tooth was removed from the mandible of each individual
(isolated teeth were excluded to avoid the possibility of sampling from the same individual).
Mandibles which had both right and left side molars were chosen, so that the antimere of the
analyzed tooth would remain available for general morphological studies. Ablation patterns of
the Jomon people have been discussed in relation with population movement (Harunari, 2002;
Funahashi, 2010). Tooth ablation type of individuals 131421-1 and 131421-2 (no mandibular
teeth extracted) was probably the 0-type (only the upper canine extracted, no mandibular tooth
extraction). According to Harunari s (2002) interpretations, the ablation type would indicate ingroup status of the individuals and not immigration through marriage. If so, these two
individuals may have been born at Sanganji, and it would be possible that they are relatives.
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Table 2.1: Information of analyzed Sanganji Jomon teeth samples
Sample ID

Sex

Tooth ablation type

Date of excavation

Analyzed tooth part

131421-1

Female?

01

1954

Right M3

131421-2

Male

01

1954

Right M3

131421-3

Male

?2

1954

Right M2

131464

Female

2C 3

1952

Right M2

1 There are no tooth extractions in the mandibular anterior teeth (all alveoli present), inferring
ablation of only the upper canines (or a rare case at Sanganji of no ablation).
2 The left I1 alveolus is closed after tooth loss, while the left I2 is intact. The right side mandible
is not preserved. This suggests either individual tooth ablation interpreted as mourning ablation
(Harunari, 2002), a rare case at Sanganji of transitional stage of the 4I pattern (all four lower
incisors extracted), or type 0 with natural loss of the left I1.
3 All lower anterior teeth (canine and incisors) were extracted, implying the 2C ablation type (all
lower anterior teeth and upper canines).
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2.2.2 DNA extraction
Tooth samples were soaked in a 13% sodium hypochlorite solution for 3min, rinsed
several times with HPLC-grade water (Wako, Japan), then treated with ultraviolet radiation at
least overnight, and allowed to air-dry with ultraviolet radiation for 60 min. Moreover, using a
heat-treated drill, the outer surface of the samples was removed. Next, the samples were again
rinsed with WPLC-grade water and allowed to be air-dried under ultraviolet radiation for 60 min.
The tip of the tooth root was cut horizontally using a cutting disk; the dental pulp was reduced to
powder by using a drill and collected into a tube.
DNA extraction from the powdered samples was carried out based on the method of
Rohland and Hofreiter (2007) with some modifications. The powdered samples were dissolved
with 0.5 M EDTA (pH 8.0) (Wako, Japan) and 0.25 mg/ml proteinaseK (TaKaRa, Japan)
overnight at room temperature. The dissolved solution was centrifuged, and the supernatant was
collected. The collected solution was concentrated using VivaSpin6 (Sartorius, Japan) to a
volume less than 300 µl. The concentrated solution was added to 1.5 ml binding buffer (5 M
GuSCN, 25 mM NaCl and 50 mM Tris (pH 8.0)) plus 100 µl silica suspension using silica
(Sigma) and incubated under agitation for three hours at room temperature. The silica pellet was
collected via centrifugation, the supernatant was removed, and the pellet was washed twice with
binding buffer. Subsequently, the pellet was dried at room temperature for 15 min. DNA was
eluted with 50 µl 1xTE buffer at room temperature for 10 min, and after centrifugation, the
aqueous solution was transferred to a new tube. DNA was eluted twice, and 100 µl of DNA
extract was finally obtained from each sample.

2.2.3 PCR amplification and sequencing
Ancient DNA is invariably of shorter length, and the length of the DNA sequences that
can be amplified by PCR is limited (Pääbo et al., 2004; Haak et al., 2010). Moreover, as heavy
handling and storage for many years influence the ability to obtain authentic endogenic DNA
(Melchior et al., 2010), I anticipated that the analysis of Sanganji Jomon samples, excavated in
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1952 and 1954, would be difficult and the success rate would be low. To overcome this problem,
in addition to the primers that target long DNA segments (158-195 bp), I used short lengths of
target DNA (58-90 bp) containing haplogroup specific SNPs, because shorter DNA regions are
more readily amplified by PCR than longer DNA regions (Pääbo et al., 2004; Haak et al., 2010).
To determine mtDNA haplogroups, hypervariable region (HVR) 1, HVR-2, 28
haplogroup/sub-haplogroup specific single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), and a 9-bp repeat
variation in the noncoding cytochrome oxidase II/tRNA

Lys

intergenic region, were analyzed

following previous publications (Umetsu et al., 2005; Van Oven and Kayser, 2008; Adachi et al.,
2009a, 2009b, 2011; Haak et al., 2010). Primers used to amplify HVR-1, HVR-2, and
haplogroup-determining regions are listed in Tables 2.2 and 2.3. Analyzed haplogroups were
compared with those of modern Japanese and Jomon people (Horai et al., 1996; Shinoda and
Kanai, 1999; Shinoda, 2003; Maruyama et al., 2003; Tajima et al., 2004; Tanaka et al., 2004;
Adachi et al., 2008, 2009a, 2009b, 2011; Matsukusa et al., 2010). To further characterize the
sub-haplogroups within N9 and M7a, I used additional primers listed in Table 2.4.
A total of 1 µl of the extracted DNA was used as the template for PCR. Amplifications
were carried out in a total reaction volume of 20 µl containing of 0.5 µM each primer, and the
Multiplex PCR assay kit (TaKaRa) reagents. The PCR conditions were incubation at 94°C for 30
sec, followed by 42 cycles of 94°C for 30 sec, 54°C for 20 sec, 72°C for 15 sec, and 1cycle of
72°C for 10 min. An aliquot (2.5 µl) of the PCR product was checked on a 2% agarose gel, and
remaining (17.5 µl) was then purified with Monofas (GL Sciences). The PCR products of SNPs
analysis were used as template for direct nucleotide sequencing, but I performed cloning of the
PCR products of HVR1 and HVR2 because of these small quantities. Sequencing reactions were
performed with BigDye Terminators v1.1 Cycle Sequencing kit (Applied Biosystems, Foster
City, CA), and -21M13 and M13RVN primers were used in direct sequencing. All sequencing
reactions were carried out using 3130 DNA Sequencer (Applied Biosystems), and the sequence
of each region was compared with the revised CRS (Cambridge reference sequence) (Andrews et
al., 1999).
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Table 2.2: Primers used for PCR amplifications of mitochondrial DNA hypervariable regions
1 and 2
Primer
Sequence

L127

AGCACCCTATGTCGCAGTAT

H257

TCTGTGTGGAAAGCGGCTGT

L15998

CCATTAGCACCCAAAGCTA

H16142

ATGTACTACAGGTGGTCAAG

L16120

TTACTGCCAGCCACCATGAA

H16239

TGGCTTTGGAGTTGCAGTTG

L16208

CCCCATGCTTACAAGCAAG

1

2

Product size

128-256

169

15999-16141

182

16121-16238

158

16209-16366

195

1

ID

H16367

Nucleotide positions 2

CTGAGGGGGGTCATCCAT

Primer of Adachi et al. (2009b) were referred.
Numbers of nucleotide positions are relative to the revised Cambridge reference sequence

(rCRS) (Andrews et al., 1999).
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Table 2.3: Primers used for PCR amplifications of mitochondrial DNA haplogroup specific
SNPs
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Table 2.4: Primers used for PCR amplifications of mitochondrial DNA sub-haplogroup specific
SNPs
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2.2.4 Contamination precautions
During each step of sample handling, the following precautions were taken to minimize
the risk of contamination.
1) The equipment used (drill, pipettes, centrifuge, vortex machine and PCR rack) were
treated with a DNA contamination removal solution (DNA-AWAY, Molecular BioProducts, San
Diego, CA) and with ultraviolet irradiation.
2) Some heat-resistant implements (tube rack made of stainless steel, drill tips, cutting
disk, and glass bottle) were treated with dry heat sterilization at 200°C for 12 hours.
3) Disposable equipments (tubes and filtered pipette tips) were irradiated with
ultraviolet rays.
4) The working place was divided into pre-PCR and post-PCR areas.
5) Clean-bench was treated with overnight ultraviolet radiation.
6) Glove, face mask, and clean-room items (coats, caps, shoes and socks) were also
used when ancient DNA samples were handled.
7) Clean-room items were treated with ultraviolet irradiation overnight.
8) To exclude any possible contamination with modern human DNAs, simultaneous
negative controls during DNA extraction and PCR amplification steps were added.

2.2.5 Data analysis
To investigate the relationship between the Tohoku Jomon people and the other ancient
and modern East Asians, I compared mtDNA haplogroup frequencies (Table 2.5) using Arlequin
version 3.11 (Excoffier et al., 2005). For the analysis, I used four ancient populations and 14
modern East Eurasians (Figure 2.1). For pairwise population comparisons, the Fst formula used
in Arlequin is identical to the weighted average F-statistic over loci, w, defined by Weir and
Cockerham (1984) (Michalakis and Excoffier, 1996). Equation to calculate Fst value is as
follows:
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where: au, bu, and cu, observed components of variance (au for between populations; bu for
between individuals within populations; and cu for between gametes within individuals); n bar,
the average sample size; nc, the squared coefficient of variation of sample sizes; p bar, the
average sample frequency of alleles; s2, the sample variance of allele frequencies over
populations; h bar, the average heterozygote frequency for alleles. For further details, please see
Weir and Cockerham (1984).
Three ancient populations, the Hokkaido (Adachi et al., 2011), Tohoku (present study;
Adachi et al., 2009a), and Kanto Jomon (Shinoda and Kanai, 1999; Shinoda, 2003), the Okhotsk
people (Sato et al., 2009), and the following 14 modern populations were compared: Ainu
(Tajima et al., 2003), Mainland Japanese (Maruyama et al., 2003), Ryukyuan (Umetsu et al.,
2005), Korean (Lee et al., 2006), Northern Chinese (Yao et al., 2002), Yangtze river region
Chinese (Yao et al., 2002), Southern Chinese (Yao et al., 2002), Aboriginal Taiwanese (Trejaut et
al., 2005), Northern Siberians (Starikovskaya et al., 1998), Kamchatkans (Schurr et al., 1999),
Ulchi (Starikovskaya et al., 2005), Udegey (Starikovskaya et al., 2005), Nivkhi (Starikovskaya et
al., 2005), and Negidal (Starikovskaya et al., 2005). Principle component analysis (PCA)
scatterplots and phylogenetic networks were constructed with R (R Development Core Team,
2010) and splitstree4 (Huson and Bryant, 2006), respectively, based on pairwise Fst values.
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2.3 Results
2.3.1 mitochondrial DNA haplotyping
I successfully determined the mtDNA haplogroup of all four individuals that I
examined (Table 2.6), using the primer pairs targeting short DNA segments (58-90 bp). Two
individuals were classified into haplotype M7a2, and the others were classified into haplotype
N9b. Both of the haplotypes were typical in Northern Jomon people, but not in modern Japanese.
In each individual, all SNP sites were consistent with previously observed haplogroups, and this
thus reduces the chance of contamination. When I used the primer pairs targeting long DNA
segments (158-195 bp) in the analysis of HVR, amplification efficiency and quantity of PCR
products decreased dramatically possibly due to the sample conditions. The result corresponds to
the observations of Pääbo et al. (2004) and Haak et al. (2010). To estimate the level of modern
DNA contamination, long PCR products were sequenced with cloning. In these analysis, some
PCR products contained sequences that were inconsistent with the SNP analysis. This indicates
that, to reduce the effect of contamination in the analysis of ancient DNA, focusing on short
DNA regions is better, and I need to reduce total number of PCR cycles.

2.3.2 Principal component analysis and phylogenetic network
In a PCA plot, modern East Asian clustered, and Kanto Jomon was within the cluster
(Figure 2.2). However, Northern Jomon as well as southern and northern Siberians was located in
the outside of the cluster. This indicates the uniqueness of Northern Jomon people.
In phylogenetic network analysis, I observed that northern Jomon was apart from
modern East Asians, while there genetic relationship between northern Jomon and Udegey from
Southern Siberia (Figure 2.3).
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Table 2.6: Observed nucleotide changes in four Sanganji Jomon individuals
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Figure 2.2. Principle Component Analysis of 18 East Asian populations based on Fst values.
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2.4 Discussion
Two of four Sanganji Jomon individuals belonged to haplogroup N9b (Tables 2.6 and
2.7). Haplogroup N9b has been observed in the northern Jomon populations at high frequencies
(Hokkaido Jomon, 64.8% (Adachi et al., 2011), Tohoku Jomon, 63.2% (Adachi et al., 2009a)),
and I found this haplogroup in high frequency (50.0%) in the Sanganji Jomon, although the
sample size was small. On the contrary, the frequency of haplogroup N9b was low in the Kanto
Jomon at 5.6% (Shinoda and Kanai, 1999, Shinoda, 2003). In modern populations, haplogroup
N9b is present in the Japanese Archipelago at low frequencies (<10%) (Maruyama et al., 2003;
Tajima et al., 2004; Umetsu et al., 2005), but at a high frequency (30.4%) in the Udegey from
Southern Siberia. It seems that haplogroup N9b was one of the main haplogroups in ancient and
modern Northeast Asian populations.
I further subdivided the haplogroups N9b observed in the two Sanganji Jomon
individuals using specific primers into four sub-haplogroups (N9b1, N9b2, N9b3, and N9b*)
(Table 2.4). Samples which could not be assigned to sub-haplogroups N9b1, N9b2, and N9b3
were classified as sub-haplogroup N9b*. Of the two Sanganji Jomon samples, one was classified
as sub-haplogroup N9b2 and another was classified as sub-haplogroup N9b*.
Haplogroup M7a is classified into three sub-haplogroups M7a1, M7a2, and M7a*;
individuals who were not classified into sub-haplogroups M7a1 and M7a2 were classified into
sub-haplogroup M7a*. I found that two Sanganji individuals belonged to haplogroup M7a2
(Tables 2.6 and 2.8). In modern populations, haplogroup M7a1 was observed in modern Japanese
populations at a high frequency: Ainu, 15.7% (Tajima et al., 2004); mainland Japanese, 9.5%
(Maruyama et al., 2003); Ryukyuan, 26.6% (Horai et al., 1996, Matsukusa et al., 2010).
However, haplogroup M7a2 was scarcely observed in the mainland Japanese (0.5%), and this
haplogroup was not observed in the Ryukyuan. On the contrary, haplogroup M7a2 was observed
in the Udegey from southern Siberia at high frequency (19.6%, Starikovskaya et al., 2005).
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In ancient East Asian populations, haplogroup M7a (which includes M7a1, M7a2, and
M7a*) is widely observed in the Jomon people (Hokkaido Jomon, 7.4%; Tohoku Jomon, 31.6%;
Kanto Jomon, 3.7%). That the Sanganji Jomon (present study) also had this haplogroup
apparently at high frequency (50.0%) supports the suggestion of Adachi et al. (2009b) that
haplogroup M7a is a putative Jomon genotype . However, I have now identified occurrence of
sub-haplogroup M7a2 for the first time in the Tohoku Jomon, which enables some further
considerations.
Although the currently available data is still limited, interestingly, the frequencies of
haplogroups M7a1 and M7a2 appear quite different among the Jomon people (Table 2.8). The
finding may indicate that during the later Jomon period, M7a1 was mainly distributed in the
middle to southern part of the Japanese Archipelago, and haplogroup M7a2 (and also M7a*) was
distributed further north, from the Tohoku and Hokkaido regions of the Japanese Archipelago and
southern Siberia. Adachi et al. (2011) suggested that haplogroup M7a was of southern origin, and
that this haplogroup was introduced to Japan around the last glacial maximum (LGM). If I accept
this hypothesis, haplogroup M7a2, which is observed in the northern Jomon people, might have
originated after introduction of M7a into the Japanese Archipelago. The sub-haplotype
subsequently became distributed further northward by migration, and must have reached southern
Siberia.
Tooth ablation types of both Sanganji individuals 13142-1 and 13142-2 were probably
the 0-type (only the upper canine extracted, no mandibular tooth extraction), which suggests an
in-group status of the individuals according to Harunari s (2002) interpretation of ablation
patterns. On the other hand, individual 13142-3 did not exhibit a clear pattern and 131464 was
the 2C type, which suggests an out-group status. Therefore, individuals 13142-1 and 13142-2,
both possibly born at Sanganji and with the same haplotype, could have been relatives. However,
since sub-haplogroup M7a2 might have been the major type in that region, it is also possible that
they shared the same haplotype without genealogical relationship.
The genetic transition from the Jomon people to modern Japanese is explained by the
dual structure model , where substantial number of Yayoi people migrated into the Japanese
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Archipelago via the Korean Peninsula about 3,000 years ago, and admixed with Jomon people
(Hanihara, 1991). This model also suggests that the effect of the Yayoi immigrants is small in the
Ainu and Ryukyuan peoples, who live at the margins of the Japanese Archipelago and retain
more Jomon components than the mainland Japanese. Therefore, high frequencies of the Jomon
genotype (haplogroup N9b and M7a) in the Ainu and Ryukyuan peoples have been considered
to partially support this model (Adachi et al., 2009b). Then, it is expected that the Ainu people
who live in Hokkaido, the northernmost Japanese Archipelago, would have haplogroups M7a*
and M7a2 in high frequencies, because the northern Jomon populations have been so far shown
to have these haplogroups. However, the Ainu people have only haplogroup M7a1 (Table 2.8).
This may indicate either sampling bias, or that the haplogroup M7a of the Ainu was not derived
from the indigenous northern Jomon genotype, and that this haplogroup was introduced into the
Ainu population after the Jomon period. The latter interpretation implies that the genetic effect
from mainland Japan after the Jomon period was stronger than previously considered. Jinam et
al. (2012) showed that modern Ainu people recently admixed with mainland Japanese. The
suggestion raises the possibility that the haplotype M7a1 was introduced into Ainu people within
several generations.
To investigate the relationships between the Jomon people from the Tohoku region
(Sanganji Jomon, present study; the Tohoku Jomon, Adachi et al., 2011) and other East and
Northeast Asian ancient and modern populations, statistical analysis based on haplogroup
frequencies (Table 2.5) was performed. In this analysis, I merged sub-haplogroups N9b1, N9b2,
N9b3, and N9b* into haplogroup N9b, and sub-haplogroups M7a1, M7a2, and M7a* into
haplogroup M7a, because sub-haplogroup frequency data were missing in some populations used
in the statistical analysis (Tables 2.7 and 2.8). The approximate geographical locations of these
populations are shown in Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2.
Within the Japanese Archipelago, contrasting opinions on the population structure of
the Jomon have been proposed; the Jomon people were relatively homogeneous (Dodo, 1982;
Yamaguchi, 1982; Kondo, 1994; Ossenberg et al., 2006; Matsumura, 2007) or heterogeneous
(Adachi et al., 2009a, 2009b; Hanihara and Ishida, 2009; Nakashima et al., 2010). When the
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ancient populations of the Japanese Archipelago (Kanto, Tohoku, and Hokkaido Jomons and
Okhotsk) were compared, the population differentiation test demonstrated that they were
statistically different from each other (highest p-value was 0.007 between the Tohoku and
Hokkaido Jomon). The difference indicates inter-regional heterogeneity of the ancient Japanese
Archipelago populations, consistent with results of recent genetic (Adachi et al., 2009a, 2009b)
and morphological (Hanihara and Ishida, 2009; Nakashima et al., 2010) research.
In order to obtain, for the first time, an indication of overall genetic similarities of the
Jomon regional populations as seen from the mtDNA haplotypes, I computed Fst values between
population pairs. The p-values between the Tohoku Jomon and the other ancient or modern
comparative populations were less than 5%, based on 100 permutation of the Arlequin software.
The results showed a close genetic similarity between the Tohoku and Hokkaido Jomon people
(Fst = 0.061, P =0.036±0.015) (Table 2.9), and supports previous interpretations that the Jomon
ancestors of the northern part of Japan (Hokkaido) might have expanded southward to Honshu
Island with a series of bottlenecks (Hanihara and Ishida, 2009; Nakashima et al., 2010).
However, genetic similarity between the Tohoku Jomon and the geographically adjacent Kanto
Jomon was not observed (Fst = 0.268); the differences are shown in the PCA plot and the
phylogenetic network (Figures 2.2 and 2.3). These results are an indication of genetic differences
between the Kanto and northern Jomon populations.
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Adachi et al. (2009a) mentioned that three regional Jomon populations shared some
haplogroups (M7a and N9b), and that genetic similarity decreased gradually with increased
geographical distance. But since sub-haplogroups M7a2 and N9b2 have so far not been shown to
be shared between the Tohoku and Kanto Jomon people, it may be that, in terms of the maternal
lineage, gene flow between geographically close Tohoku and Kanto region were limited in the
Jomon period. In addition, in the population comparison analysis, although I found genetic
similarity between the Hokkaido and Tohoku Jomon, so far they lack shared haplogroups at the
sub-haplogroup level (M7a*, D4h2, and G1b of the Hokkaido Jomon were not seen in the
Tohoku Jomon, and N9b2 and D4b of the Tohoku Jomon was not seen in the Hokkaido Jomon).
Again, this may be indicating relatively limited gene flow in the Jomon period. This
interpretation is consistent with the results of the population differentiation test, and the
observation of inter-regional heterogeneity among the ancient Japanese Archipelago populations.
However, the above interpretations need to be confirmed and refined by larger samples of subhaplogroup determinations and better temporal control of the Jomon materials.
Compared to modern East Asian populations, the Tohoku and Hokkaido Jomon people
were genetically close to the Udegey of southern Siberia (Udegey and Tohoku Jomon, Fst =
0.088, P =0.01; Udegey and Hokkaido Jomon, Fst = 0.138, P =0.00) (Table 2.9). The Udegey is
also geographically closer to the Jomon populations than are the other southern Siberian
populations (Figure 2.1). In the phylogenetic network shown in Figure 2.3, based on shared
mtDNA haplogroups M7a and N9b (Table 2.5), it seems possible that the Udegey represents
admixture of southern Siberian populations and the northern (Hokkaido and Tohoku) Jomon
people. This implies some degree of gene flow between the Udegey people ancestors and the
northern Jomon. Moreover, as I mentioned earlier, haplogroup N9b and M7a2 are hardly
observed in the other East Asian populations except in the Japanese Archipelago (Table 2.7 and
2.8). One interpretation would be that a northern population with haplogroups N9b and M7a2
migrated into the Tohoku region via Hokkaido, although a southern origin has been considered
for the M7a haplotype (see above for discussion of the southern haplogroup hypothesis). The
interpretation would be compatible with the conclusion of previous studies that the Jomon people
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were (largely) of northern origin (Nei, 1995; Omoto and Saitou, 1997; Hanihara and Ishida,
2009; Nakashima et al., 2010; Adachi et al., 2011).
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Chapter 3
Nuclear DNA analysis of three Sanganji Jomon individuals

3.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, I discussed the origin and history of Jomon people based on
Jomon mtDNA haplotypes. Clarifying their origin is highly important to understand the history of
not only modern Japanese but also modern East Eurasians. Previous studies and my mtDNA
haplotyping of Sanganji Jomons show the genetic similarity between Udegey people and
Northern Jomon people, and it implies their Northern origin (Adachi et al., 2010; Chapter 2 of
this Thesis). In addition, their Jomon genotypes hint the uniqueness and the complexity on the
history of Jomon people. However, the mtDNA is inherited in maternal lineages, and is
considered just a single locus. Therefore, its genetic information is limited even if its complete
genomic sequence is obtained. Furthermore, the Jomon genotypes, haplotype M7a and N9b,
rarely observed in modern continental East Eurasians, which made it difficult to understand more
detail of the Jomon origin and the genetic relationship between Jomon people and modern East
Eurasians. Therefore, the analysis of the different genetic markers, namely the markers existing
on nuclear DNA, is essential.
Next generation sequencing technologies makes us possible to analyze tiny amounts of
ancient DNA (e.g., Miller et al., 2008; Green et al., 2010; Rasmussen et al., 2010; Reich et al.,
2011), and it is quickly becoming practicable to analyze not only Jomon mtDNA but also nuclear
DNA, which contain much more genetic information than mtDNA. Since the success rate of
mitochondrial DNA haplotyping of four Sanganji Jomon samples was 100% (Table 2.6), skeletal
remain materials from Sangnaji shell mound may also contain nuclear DNA. With this prospect
of an expanded range of materials suitable for ancient nuclear DNA analysis with the emergence
of next generation sequencing, further studies on the Sanganji Jomons may enable a better
resolution to the origin of Jomon people.
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3.2 Material and Methods
3.2.1 DNA extraction, library preparation, and sequencing
DNA extraction from four molar teeth was carried out in a previous study at National
Institute of Genetics, Mishima. For DNA library preparation, I chose the DNA extract of
Sanganji 131421-3 because the remnant of the DNA solution was sufficient for next generation
sequencing. All the workflow of library preparation was carried out in a clean room at room
G108 of National Institute of Genetics. Sixteen microliters of the remaining fraction was used for
library preparation. Libraries were built from the extracted DNA solution using the GS Titanium
Rapid Library Preparation kit (454 Life Science Corporation), with the following modifications
to the protocol of Rasmussen et al. (2011). In the adapter ligation step, I used 1µl of Illumina
adapter mix instead of 2 µl to minimize the amount of adapter dimer in following PCR step. The
libraries were amplified in two rounds of PCR. First, a PCR was set up with Multiplex PCR kit
(Qiagen) as follows: 5 µl DNA library, 25 µl Mix, 20-100 nM Multiplexing PCR primer 1.0, 20100 nM Multiplexing PCR primer 2.0, and H2O to 50 µl. Cycling conditions were 15 min at
95°C, 12 cycles of 30 sec at 95°C, 30 sec at 60°C, and 30 sec at 72°C, with a final extension at
72 C for 10 min. PCR products were purified on a QiaQuick PCR purification kit and eluted in
50µl with TE buffer. All the steps of adapter ligation and first round PCR amplification were
carried out in the ancient DNA laboratory of National Science Museum, Tsukuba through
collaboration with Dr. Ken-ichi Shinoda. I used totally 20 to 30µl of purified PCR products for
second round PCR amplification.
To minimize the contamination of PCR products into the experimental room, the
second round PCR amplification and later experiments were carried out in room A202 of
National Institute of Genetics, Mishima. A second round PCR was set up as follows: 5µl product
from first PCR, 25µl Multiplex PCR mix, 500-2,000 nM Multiplexing PCR primer 1.0, 5002,000 nM Multiplexing PCR primer 2.0, and H2O to 50 µl, cycling conditions for the second
PCR were, 95°C 15 min, 15 cycles of 95°C for 30 sec, 60°C for 30 sec, 72°C for 30 sec, with a
final extension 72°C for 10 min. The PCR products were merged into one tube, and purified on a
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QiaQuick PCR purification kit. The PCR products were finally eluted in 30-50 µl with TE buffer.
The half of second round PCR products was treated with two restriction enzymes, FastDigest®
Bsh1236I (Thermo Scientific) and FastDigest® TauI (Thermo Scientific), to enrich human
derived sequence reads. Bsh1236I and TauI recognize CGCG and GCSGC sites, respectively.
After the digestion, I denatured the enzymes with a phenol-chloroform treatment, and performed
purification using a QiaQuick PCR purification kit. The remnants were amplified in third rounds
of PCR. The PCR products were purified on a QiaQuick PCR purification kit and eluted in 30-50
µl with TE buffer. Amplification success was determined using Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer DNA
High-Sensitivity chip. Since the second and third PCR products included adapter dimer and other
artificial short fragments, I purified those PCR products with 2% agarose gel (Certified lowrange Ultra Agarose, BIO-RAD). DNA was separated for 30 min at 100 volts. A gel slice
containing library molecules with inserts longer than 50 bp was excised to exclude short
fragments and primer dimer, and the DNA libraries were extracted from the gel on a Qiagen Gel
Extraction kit (Qiagen) and eluted to 30 µl volume with TE buffer. The libraries were quantified
with the Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer DNA High-Sensitivity chip.
Four lanes of Illumina GAIIx platforms were used, and 120-bp paired-end reads were
generated for the library following the manufacturer s protocol. Sequencing was done at
University of Tokai with the kind arrangement of Professor Ituro Inoue.
To obtain more sequence data from Jomon samples, I additionally prepared two
libraries from two Sanganji Jomon individuals, Sanganji 131421-2 and 131464. I failed prepare
library from Sanganji 131421-1 because the remnants of extracted DNA solution were limited.
Furthermore, I newly extracted DNA from two teeth samples of Sanganji 131421-3 and 131464,
kindly provided by Professor Gen Suwa at University of Tokyo Museum, to construct more DNA
libraries. Before the library preparation, I typed mitochondrial DNA haplotype with APLP
method (Adachi et al., 2011) to confirm that the DNA extracts include Jomon DNA. The later
DNA extraction was carried out in National Science Museum, Tsukuba, to confirm whether the
two sequence output of same individual extracted independently in two institutes were
concordant with each other, and to weed out the possibility that the DNA derives from modern
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human DNA contamination. For the DNA extraction, I used the protocol of Adachi et al. (2013)
with some modifications (Adachi et al., 2013). During the preparation of sequencing library, I
used Illumina index adapter, index 5, 6, 12, and 16, to reduce the effect of cross contamination of
human DNA from the previous sequencing run. Additionally, since ~0.1% of sequence data is
from previous sequencing run in Illlumina sequencing machines (Illumina, tracking number: KK005001), to remove the cross contamination of human DNA, I regulated that the DNA libraries of
previous sequencing run was non-human. Hiseq 2000 was used for sequencing, and 100-bp
paired-end reads were generated for the library following the manufacturer s protocol. Since I
sometimes prepared two libraries from the same Jomon individual, I need to characterize them to
discriminate each library. I add (1) and (2) behind the sample ID for first and second library,
respectively (e.g. Sanganji 131421-3(1) and Sanganji 131421-3(2), respectively). Sequencing
was done by Hokkaido System Science Co., Ltd.

3.2.2

Carbon 14 dating
The dates of four samples were identified with carbon 14 dating. The dating was made

by Professor Minoru Yoneda at University Museum, University of Tokyo. I listed the summary of
dates in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1: Carbon 14 dating of four Sanganji Jomon individuals
Parts

Conventional 14C age (BP ± 1 )

131421-1

Root of the tooth

3156 ± 19

-16.87 ± 0.20

131421-2

Root of the tooth

2923 ± 19

-19.41 ± 0.14

131421-3

Root of the tooth

2994 ± 19

-19.60 ± 0.15

131464

Root of the tooth

3061 ± 19

-17.64 ± 0.16

Sample ID
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13 C ( )

3.2.3

Mapping and damage estimates
Metagenomic analysis was performed using MEGABLAST homology search with the

help of Dr. Kirill Kryukov of Saitou Laboratory at National Institute of Genetics, Mishima
(Imanishi Laboratory of Tokai University Medical School from August 2013). A total of 4,000
sequence reads of the Sanganji 131421-3(1) were searched; since four lanes of GAIIx were used
for sequencing, every 1,000 sequence reads were randomly chosen from each sequence lane.
Most of the sequence reads included adaptor sequence in the 3' end of the reads,
because the original DNA fragments, which were caught with adapter, were shorter than 120-bp.
Those adapter sequences were trimmed from output data with the help of Dr. Kazuyoshi
Hosomichi of Inoue Laboratory at National Institute of Genetics, Mishima. Trimming was also
made for 3' end of sequences having low base quality, less than 20. Trimmed sequence reads
were mapped to human reference genome (hg19) with BWA software (Li and Durbin, 2009). I
examined the frequencies of sequence reads mapped to hg19 with samtools, flagstat option (Li et
al., 2009). To clarify the authenticity of mapped sequence reads, with the help of Dr. Kirill
Kryukov I checked the effect of post-mortem misincorporation and depurination, which are
characteristic of ancient DNA. Mapped reads were compared with human reference genome to
estimate the frequency of the misincorporation and depurination. Examination of depurination
was kindly suggested by Professor Shintaroh Ueda at Department of Biological Sciences,
University of Tokyo. In the misincorporation frequency estimation, we used forward reads in the
first +1 to +25 bases of mapped reads, and used reverse reads in the last -25 to -1 bases. For
estimation of depurination, nucleotide frequencies of human reference genome in -10 to +30
bases of mapped reads were analyzed. To minimize the effect of those misincorporations in the
following statistical analysis, the first and last five bases of mapped sequence reads were
removed with the help of Dr. Kirill Kryukov.

3.2.4

Mitochondrial DNA haplotyping and investigating authenticity
To classify each Jomon individuals into specific mitochondrial DNA haplotypes, I used

PhyloTree.org http://www.phylotree.org/ (van Oven and Kayser, 2008). I also confirmed
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whether the mitochondrial DNA haplotypes decided from shotgun sequencing data were
consistent with previous haplotyping based on Sanger sequencing method.
To explore the authenticity of mapped sequence reads, I estimated the frequencies of
heterogeneity, Finconsistent, in haplotype specific mutation sites with the equation as follows;

Finconsistent = (ninconsistent/nconsistent)*100

(3.1)

ninconsistent indicates the number of reads inconsistent with mitochondrial DNA haplotype of each
individual, and nconsistent indicates the number of reads consistent with mitochondrial DNA
haplotype of each individual. Since the number of total reads mapped to mtDNA is few, I used ttest with 1 degree of freedom. 95% confidence interval (C.I.) was 6.314.

3.2.5

Sex determination and contamination estimates with sex chromosomes
For sex determination in ancient individual, I examined the ratio of the numbers of

sequence reads mapped to X chromosome and Y chromosome, respectively. I used only matemapped forward reads, which are forward sequences and have mapping pair (not singleton,
locating same chromosomes, and having CIGAR larger than 50). The ratio of bases covering X
chromosome and Y chromosome was approximately 10:1 in ancient Aboriginal Australians
(71,371,413 bases and 7,130,997 bases, respectively) according to the ratio of genome size
(Rasmussen et al., 2011). Therefore, I estimated the sex as male if the ratio were close to 10:1,
and I estimated the sex as female if the ratio were quite different from 10:1.
I recognized the sequence reads mapped to chromosome Y in female samples as
modern human DNA contamination. I estimated the frequency of contamination, Finconsistent, in
ancient females by using the number of sequence reads mapped to chromosome X and Y. The
equation to calculate Finconsistent is as follows;

Finconsistent = [ny*10/(nx/2)]*100

(3.2)
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nx and ny indicate the number of reads mapped to X chromosome and Y chromosome,
respectively. I assumed binominal distribution to calculate 95% C.I.

3.2.6

Estimating the frequency of post-mortem changes in Sanganji Jomon samples
To infer the degree of post-mortem change in Sanganji Jomon, I calculated the number

of differences among Sanganji Jomon, 14 present-day humans, Vindija Neanderthal, Denisovan,
and Chimpanzee (Table 3.2). I downloaded human genome data (BAM and BAM.bai format) of
GWD (Gambian in Western Division, The Gambia), ESN (Esan in Nigeria), MSL (Mende in
Sierra Leone), CDX (Chinese Dai in Xishuangbanna, China), and JPT (Japanese in Tokyo, Japan)
from ftp://ftp-trace.ncbi.nih.gov/1000genomes/ftp/ (The 1000 Genomes project consortium,
2012), and of San, Yoruba, DNK (Dinka), Mbuti, French, Sardinian, Papuan, Han, Karitiana, and
Denisovan from http://cdna.eva.mpg.de/denisova/ (Meyer et al., 2013), and of Vindija
Neanderthal

from

http://genome.ucsc.edu/Neandertal/ftp://hgdownload.cse.ucsc.edu/gbdb/hg19/neander
tal/seqAlis/ (Green et al., 2010), and also downloaded Chimpanzee genome (PanTro2) from
http://hgdownload.soe.ucsc.edu/goldenPath/hg19/vsPanTro2/axtNet/

(The

Chimpanzee

Sequencing and Analysis Consortium, 2005). With the help of Dr. Kirill Kryukov, I chose the
sequence reads having mapping quality greater than 30 to minimize the effect of sequencing
error.
As Denisovan is archaic human inhabited Denisova Cave, Altai Mountains, Siberia
(Meyer et al., 2012), in addition to Sanganji Jomon, I also removed the first and last five bases of
mapped sequence reads in Denisovan genome to minimize the effect of post-mortem changes.
I merged genome data of two Jomon individuals, Sanganji 131421-3(1) and 131464(1)
(the data was mainly used in later statistical analysis), and chose the sequence reads having
mapping quality greater than 30. In Sanganji Jomons, most sequence data were derived from a
single template because of low coverage of the Jomon genome. For making the data condition
even, I randomly chose one nucleotide having base quality greater than 30, and prepared haploid
data in all Sanganji Jomon, present-day humans, and Denisovan.
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In Chimpanzee genome, PanTro2, original data (reference) were haploid sequences.
Since the genome sequence was produced with utilizing a combination of whole genome plasmid
reads as well as fosmid and BAC end sequences, I assumed that no-sequencing error in the
genome sequence data in PanTro2.
I chose the nucleotide positions that all 16 individuals overlap with Sanganji Jomons. I
then removed the nucleotide positions where three or four types of base were observed. To infer
the pattern of post-mortem change, I counted the number of differences between seven Africans
and non-African individuals at the nucleotide positions that the bases are common in all seven
Africans. I estimated the frequency of post-mortem change by using the numbers. The number of
differences between seven Africans and present-day humans include both real differences (Nd)
and sequencing and PCR error (Ne). The number of differences between seven Africans and
Sanganji Jomons additionally includes post-mortem changes (Np). I calculated the frequency of
post-mortem change in Sanganji Jomons as follows, based on my own reasoning;

No,am = Nd,am + Ne,am

(3.1)

No,as = Nd,as + Ne,as + Np

(3.2)

Fp = (Np/L)*100 = {(No,as - No,am)/L-APD}*100

(3.3)

am is the pair of African and present-day humans, as is the pair of African and Sanganji Jomons,
No is the number of observed differences, Nd is the number of real differences, Ne is the number of
errors, Fp is the frequency of post-mortem change in Sanganji Jomons, L is the length of
overlapping sequences among all 17 individuals, and APD is average pairwise distance between
Chimpanzee and all African and non-African individuals. There are seven different pairs of am,
and F

p

is finally obtained by taking average of seven different Fp values.
I also conducted different approach to infer the frequency of post-mortem changes in

Sanganji Jomons. To infer the degree, I calculated the number of differences among all 17
individuals with MEGA 5.0 (Tamura et al., 2011). I focused on only transversion-type
substitution. I assumed that there are no sequencing errors in Chimpanzee genome, and that the
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genetic distance from Chimpanzee to all present-day humans are equal due to a constant rate
molecular clock. I also assumed that the genetic distance between African individual and nonAfricans are equal. I averaged the number of differences between Chimpanzee and present-day
humans, and between African individual and Non-Africans. I subtracted each numbers from the
number of differences between Chimpanzee and Sanganji Jomons, and between African
individual and Sanganji Jomons, respectively. From the observed pair-wise distances, I calculated
the frequency of post-mortem changes as follows;

Fp = [(OA

APD)/(L - OA)]*100

(3.4)

OA indicates is observed pair-wise distances between ancient sample and Chimpanzee or nonAfrican. F

3.2.7

p

is finally obtained by taking average of seven different Fp values.

Principal component analysis

3.2.7.1 Data preparations and data analysis
I observed that genomic sequences of Jomon individuals include many post-mortem
changes, which can induce false results in principal component analysis (PCA). To weed out the
errors in the analysis, I focused on single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). For the PCA, I used
three Sanganji Jomon genome data, Sanganji 131421-3(1), 131421-3(2), and 131464(1). Because
of low coverage of the Jomon genome, most sequence data were derived from a single template. I
therefore prepared haploid data, and then duplicated it to produce diploid data in all three Jomon
genomes. Thus all SNP sites became homozygous on them. To maximize the number of SNPs, I
also prepared a different dataset by merging the sequence data of Sanganji 131421-3(1) and
131464(1). I didn t include Sanganji 131421-3(2), because I estimated that the sequence data
includes relatively higher modern human DNA contamination than other two Sanganji genome.
To allow comparison between Sanganji Jomon and modern human individuals, I prepared
homozygous diploid datasets for modern human individuals. There are two types of data sets
available: genome wide SNP data (e.g. HapMap project data), and whole genome sequence data
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(SAM/BAM format). For the genome wide SNP data, I randomly chose one allele in each SNP
site and duplicated it to prepare homozygous diploid datasets in each modern human sample with
the help of Dr. Kirill Kryukov. For the genome sequence data, I collected nucleotide positions
validated by dbSNP (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/SNP/) (Database of Single Nucleotide
Polymorphisms (dbSNP)). I randomly chose one base from multiple sequence reads in each
nucleotide position and duplicated it to prepare homozygous diploid datasets. Nucleotide
positions with three or more alleles were removed.
I filtered out SNP sites that had call rates were less than 95% and 90% in genome wide
SNP and whole genome sequence data, respectively. To minimize the effect of PCR and sequence
error, SNP with minor allele frequencies of less than 1% were removed. I used PLINK software
for the SNP filtering (Purcell et al., 2007). After filtering, I extracted SNP sites that overlapped
with merged Sanganji Jomon dataset. I carried out PCA based on the overlapping SNPs by using
the smartpca program in the EIGENSOFT software package (Patterson et al., 2006).

3.2.7.2 Japanese Archipelago Human Population Genetics Consortium data & HapMap
CHB
I obtained SNP data of Ainu, mainland Japanese, and Ryukyuan from Japanese
Archipelago Human Population Genetics Consortium data (JAHPGC) (Jinam et al., 2012), and
HapMap CHB (Han Chinese, Beijing) (The International HapMap Consortium, 2005). Figure 3.1
shows geographic locations of each population. Probably due to DNA degradation, only 13 of 36
Ainu individuals passed cQC (contrast quality control) threshold of 0.04 (Jinam et al., 2012),
which measures the differences in contrast distributions for homozygote and heterozygote
genotypes, and chose high quality SNP sites. Since 6 of 13 individuals seem to admix with
mainland Japanese, and three pairs were close relatives (parents and offsprings), only five Ainu
individuals were used in PCA. To maximize the number of individuals in the Ainu, I used the
datasets prepared in Jinam et al. (2012), who did further filtering based on confidence scores
(less than 0.008) generated with Affymetrix Birdseed Ver2 algorithm, and retained the maximum
number of Ainu individuals. After the removal of close relatives, 32 individuals were available.
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Dr. Timothy Jinam at Inoue Laboratory of National Institute of Genetics helped me for these
procedures.

3.2.7.3 Human Genome Diversity Project
I used Human Genome Diversity Project (HGDP-CEPH) data to investigate the genetic
relationship between Sanganji Jomon individual and worldwide populations (Li et al., 2008).
Figure 3.1 shows geographic locations of each population.

3.2.7.4 1000 genome project
I downloaded human genome data of The 1000 Genomes Project Consortium (2012)
from ftp://ftp-trace.ncbi.nih.gov/1000genomes/ftp/. To use large numbers of SNPs, I chose the
individuals having at least 18GB-sized BAM file. I further chose the individuals having Illuminabased sequence data. Figure 3.1 shows geographic locations of each population.

3.2.7.5

Investigating the genetic relationship between HGDP humans and archaic humans
I examined the genetic relationship between HGDP humans and archaic humans with

PCA. Protocol of the PCA is different from a standard PCA. With the help of Dr. Kirill Kryukov,
I randomly chose one allele in each SNP sites and duplicated it to prepare homozygous diploid
datasets in each present-day human. I first carried out a PCA on chimpanzee, Neanderthal and
Denisovan, without using data from Jomon and present-day humans at all. Using the SNP
weights from the PCA, I can then project the present-day humans onto the plane of PC1 and PC2.
This allows us to explore the relationship of diverse present-day humans relative to archaic
humans and chimpanzee, and to test if the genetic differences among present-day humans are
correlated to the differences among these non-modern humans.
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3.2.8 Allele sharing analysis
I examined the frequency of shared SNPs between the Sanganji Jomon individual, and
modern human populations. For genome wide SNP data, I used original genotype, not
homogeneous diploid datasets I used in PCA. For human genome data, I instead used
homogeneous diploid datasets, which I prepared in chapter 3.2.6, because the coverage of human
genome was low in the datasets of present-day human individuals, and it was difficult to call both
haplotypes at one SNP locus correctly. I used PLINK software to calculate the frequency of
shared alleles with Sanganji Jomon in every SNP sites. Then, I took average of the frequencies of
all SNP sites.
In Ainu people, I chose individuals with fewer admixture with mainland Japanese to
minimize the effect of recent admixture. In other populations, all the individuals were used for
the analysis.

3.2.9

Phylogenetic analysis

3.2.9.1 Data preparation and data analysis
To compare Sanganji Jomon individuals and worldwide populations, I prepared a set
of allele frequencies in each population. The datasets were same with the dataset used in PCA.
The frequencies of all nucleotide positions were 0.0 or 1.0 in Sanganji Jomon individual, which
artificially makes his blanch length much longer than other blanches. I computed Nei s genetic
distances (Nei 1972) in each pairs of populations with 1,000 bootstrap replicates, and constructed
neighbor-joining tree (Saitou and Nei 1987) by using Phylip software (Felsenstein, 2005). I used
Splitstree4 as a viewer of the neighbor-joining tree (Bryant & Moulton, 2004; Huson & Bryant,
2006). For phylogenetic network analysis, I directly used the data of Nei s genetic distances and
constructed the network with Splitstree4. Since the branch length of Sanganji Jomon individual
was very long, I truncated the length in figures of phylogenetic tree and networks.
For the comparison with modern human individuals, Vindija Neanderthal, Denisovan,
and Chimpanzee, I used sequence data instead of allele frequencies. The genome data of modern
humans, Denisovan, and Chimpanzee were already described in Section 3.2.5. I additionally
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downloaded Genome data of Vindija Neanderthal from UCSC database. I remapped the genome
data to human reference genome, hg19. I did same data filtering as described in Section 3.2.5 for
the Vindija Neanderthal genome. I also removed the first and last five bases of mapped sequence
reads in Vindija Neanderthal genome to minimize the effect of post-mortem change. I collected
the nucleotide positions that all the 14 present-day humans, Vindija Neanderthal, Denisovan, and
Chimp overlapped with Sanganji Jomons. To minimize the effects of post-mortem change and
PCR and sequencing error, I additionally filtered out transition substitution sites. I computed
pairwise distances in each pair with 100 bootstrap replicates, and constructed phylogenetic tree
using MEGA 5.0 (Tamura et al., 2011). I also constructed phylogenetic network with Splitstree4
based on pairwise distances (Bryant & Moulton, 2004; Huson & Bryant, 2006). Since postmortem changes and errors might occur randomly in the sequence reads, the topology of
phylogenetic network within modern humans would be intact. For the relationship between
archaic humans and modern humans, I need to consider the effect of post-mortem change in not
only archaic humans but also Sanganji Jomons. When I constructed phylogenetic networks, I
adjusted the number of pair-wise distance to take the effect of post-mortem changes into account.
I adjusted the distance with the equations as follows;

Epd = Opd

(L

Epd)* Pi - (L

Epd)*Pj

(3.5)

namely,
Epd = (Opd

(Pi + Pj)*L)/(1- Pi - Pj)

(3.6)

Epd is Expected number of pairwise distance, Opd is observed pair-wise distances, L is the total
length of sequence reads overlapped in all 17 individuals, Pi and Pj are the frequency of postmortem change in ancient samples. If one of two individuals was modern humans, Pi or Pj was
zero.
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3.2.10 D-statistic analysis to infer the genetic relationship between Sanganji Jomon and
other modern and ancient individuals
To further investigate the genetic relationship between Sanganji Jomon and present-day
humans as well as archaic humans, I carried out D-statistic analysis (Reich et al., 2010). Dstatistic analysis is a non-model-based analysis to detect gene flow among population or
individual. I constructed input file with EIGENSOFT, convertf option (Patterson et al., 2006),
and calculated D with ADMIXtools (Patterson et al., 2012). The equation is as follows;

D = (nABAB

nABBA)/( nABAB + nABBA)

(3.7)

Z = D/SE

(3.8)

A is ancestral allele observed in Chimpanzee and B is derived allele (Figure 3.2). I used
Chimpanzee or Africans as outgroup, and chose three individuals, hominin1 (H1), hominin2 (H2),
and hominin3 (H3), from other individuals. H1 is an outgroup of H2 and H3. The order of four
alleles corresponds to Outgroup-H1-H2-H3. nABAB and nABBA indicates the number of ABAB and
ABBA, respectively. SE is standard error, and I set block jackknife as 0.05 to calculate SE. If
there was gene flow between H1 and H3, the value of D and Z-score becomes positive, and if
there was gene flow between H1 and H2, the value of D and Z-score becomes negative. I
considered that if the Z-score is larger than +4 or smaller than -4 (the criteria is strict than
previous studies (Reich et al., 2011; Skoglund and Jakobsson, 2011), there was gene flow
between them. When I included Vindija Neanderthal for the D-statistic analysis, the number of
total nucleotide sites was limited, which gives high SE-values and non-significant Z-scores.
Therefore, when I included Vindija Neanderthal for the D-statistic analysis, I used +2 and -2
instead of +4 and -4.
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Ancient samples include post-mortem change, and the change skews the D-value and
Z-score. To weed out the effect of post-mortem change in D-statistical analysis, I adjusted the Dvalue and Z-score in the pairs, which include ancient samples. I consider the pair of
(Chimpanzee, archaic humans; present-day humans, Sanganji Jomons), and used the frequency of
post-mortem change estimated in chapter 3.2.5 for the adjustment. Pi and Pj are the frequency of
post-mortem change in archaic humans and Sanganji Jomons, respectively. For example, ABBA
can change into ABBB at frequency Pi, and into AABA at frequency Pj, respectively. I assumed
that all the three individuals, archaic humans, present-day humans, and Sanganji Jomons, equally
include PCR error and sequencing error, and neglected its effect. So, the observed nABAB (OABAB)
and nABBA (OABBA) can be described with the expected nABAB (EABAB) and nABBA (EABBA) as follows;

OABAB = EABAB + PiEAAAB + PjEABAA - PiEABAB - PjEABAB

(3.9)

OABAA = EABAA + PiEAAAA + PjEABAB - PiEABAA - PjEABAA

(3.10)

OAAAB = EAAAB + PiEABAB + PjEAAAA - PiEAAAB - PjEAAAB

(3.11)

OABBA = EABBA + PiEAABA + PjEABBB - PiEABBA - PjEABBA

(3.12)

OABBB = EABBB + PiEAABB + PjEABBA - PiEABBB - PjEABBB

(3.13)

OAAAB = EAAAB + PiEABBA + PjEAABB - PiEAABA - PjEAABA

(3.14)

OAAAA = EAAAA + PiEABAA + PjEAAAB - PiEAAAA - PjEAAAA

(3.15)

In equation (3.15), I assumed EABAA as (OABAA-PiOAAAA), and EAAAB as (OAAAB-PjOAAAA). From
(3.9), (3.10), (3.11) and (3.15), EABAB can be calculated as follows;

EABAB

[OABAB PjOABAA/(1 Pi Pj) PiOAAAB/(1 Pi Pj)+2PiPj[{1+(Pi)2+(Pj)2}OAAAA PiOABAA PjOAAAB]/(1-Pi-Pj)2]/(1-Pi-Pj)

(3.16)

While, from (3.12), (3.13), and (3.14), EABBA can be calculated as follows;

EABBA

{OABBA (Pi+Pj)OABBB/(1 - Pi - Pj)}/ (1 - Pi - Pj)
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(3.17)

For example, in (Chimpanzee, Denisovan; San, Sanganji Jomons), observed data are as follows;

(OABAB, OABBA, OABBB, OABAA, OAAAB, OAABA, OAAAA, OAABB) = (1864, 1896, 2013193, 39091,
111899, 14256, 50725773, 4606)

From (3.9), Dstandard and Zstandard becomes -0.0085 and -0.480, respectively, and Z-score was nonsignificant. However, after the modifications with (3.16) and (3.17), the Drevision and Zrevision
becomes 0.1269 and 7.160, respectively, and Z-score became significant. If I use present-day
humans instead of archaic humans, Pi is zero.

3.3 Results
3.3.1 Mapping and Contents of sequence reads
A total of 1,178,246,254 reads were sequenced from five Sanganji Jomon DNA
libraries (Table 3.3). Ancient DNA includes many non-human sequence reads (e.g. Green et al.,
2010). In the sequence data of Sanganji 131421-3(1), about half of the read were not assigned
uniquely to the specific species in MEGABLAST (Figure 3.3). About 40% of the read were
assigned to bacteria. The tendency is consistent with previous studies (e.g., Green et al., 2010).
The sequence reads classified into Primates were only 2.6% of total reads.
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Figure 3.3: Content and distribution of Sanganji Jomon s meta-genome
About 2.6% of the sequence reads were uniquely assigned to primates with MEGABLAST.
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About 0.03% to 1.77% of total reads were mapped to the human reference genome
(hg19) (Table 3.3). I expected that all the five libraries have human DNA at high frequency
because I successfully typed mitochondrial DNA haplotypes from those three individuals
(Chapter 2). However, the ratios of human derived DNA were very small in Sanganji 1314212(1) and 131464(2) after the filtering with mapping quality (>=30). Those libraries include
singletons at high frequency. The high frequency of singletons may indicate that non-human
DNA accidently mapped to human reference genome, and that the DNA libraries didn t include
human DNA. In other words, the low frequency of human derived DNA implies that the amounts
of modern human DNA contamination are very low in our experiments. In the following analysis,
I used the data of Sanganji 131421-3(1), 131421-3(2), and 131464(1). I successfully identified
sexes with the ratio of chromosome X and Y in the two samples. These results were consistent
with morphological observation of the individual (see Chapter 2). The consistency among
morphological and genetic identification also support the authenticity of mapped DNAs.

3.3.2 Confirming the authenticity with Mitochondrial DNA and sex chromosomes
To clarify whether mapped sequence reads derives from ancient DNA, I checked the
effect of post-mortem misincorporation and depurination, which are characteristic of ancient
DNA. C to T and G to A misincorporations were observed at high frequency in 5' and 3' ends,
respectively (Figures 3.4a-3.4c). I also observed high frequencies of A and G in the next to the
end of mapped reads termini, which derives from post-mortem depurination (Figures 3.4d-3.4f).
These results support that the sequence reads mapped to hg19 includes ancient human DNA (it
doesn t assure that all the mapped sequences are from ancient human DNA).
Although I used clean room to minimize modern human DNA contamination, it is
difficult to remove all the contaminations because some DNA probably comes from the air or/and
from reagents (e.g., I previously obtained high coverage of mitochondrial DNA sequences from
300 years old Edo era Japanese, but the haplotype was specific to Africans, not observed in
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modern East Asians. The DNA sequences are probably modern human DNA contamination from
reagents). To estimate the frequency of modern human DNA contaminations, I used the sequence
reads mapped to mitochondrial DNA and sex chromosomes. In mitochondrial DNA, I calculated
the frequencies of inconsistency with mitochondrial DNA haplotypes. In sex chromosomes, I
recognized sequence reads mapped to Y chromosome in female samples as modern human DNA
contaminations, and the numbers are used to estimate the frequency of the contaminations. The
frequencies, estimated with mitochondrial DNA, were in between 0.00% and 7.50% (Table 3.4).
The haplotypes of Sanganji 131421-3(1) and 131421-3(2) were consistent each other. However,
the haplotypes of Sanganji 131464(1), haplotype N9b*, were partially different from the result of
previous Sanger based haplotyping, haplotype N9b2 (Table 2.6). It is still unclear that which
result is correct. The frequency, estimated with the ratio of chromosome X and Y, was 2.76%
(2.41-3.11%, 95% C.I.) in Sanganji 131464(1). The frequency is very close to the frequency
estimated from mtDNA haplotype (2.70%). In any cases, these results support the authenticity of
sequence data.
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a) Sanganji 131421-3 (1)

b) Sanganji 131421-3 (2)

c) Sanganji 131464
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d) Sanganji 131421-3 (1)

e) Sanganji 131421-3 (2)

f) Sanganji 131464

Figure 3.4: Pattern of postmortem misincorporation and depurination in three Sanganji
Jomon individuals
(a-c) Red line indicates C to T misincorporation, and blue line indicates G to A misincorporation.
(d-f) Base composition of the human reference genome around the 5'- and 3'-ends of the
sequence reads.
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3.3.3 Damage estimates in Sanganji Jomon
I inferred the degree of post-mortem change in Sanganji Jomon. Totally 52 million
bases of the genome were available (Table 3.5). First, I aligned the genome of Sanganji Jomon
and 14 modern humans (7 Africans and 7 non-Africans), and I chose variant sites common in 7
Africans but in others. Since Africans are the outgroup of non-Africans, pairwise distance among
Africans and non-Africans should be same in the variant sites. In other words, excess distances
are the result of post-mortem changes. The pairwise distance between Sanganji Jomon and
African was much larger than the distance between modern humans and Africans. I found that
Sanganji Jomon include many post-mortem changes (1.6650%) (Table 3.6). Especially, the
frequency of transition type substitutions (1.4308%) is six times higher than the frequency of
transversion type substitutions (0.2342%). Within transition substitution, the frequency of C to T
and G to A is extremely higher than other patterns of transition type substitutions. This pattern is
typical in ancient DNA (Green et al., 2010; Reich et al., 2011).
I inferred the frequency of post-mortem transversion type substitutions in ancient
samples from the number of differences among 17 individuals. I considered that pairwise
distances between Chimpanzee and anatomically modern humans or archaic humans are the
same, and excess distances are from post-mortem changes. While the frequency was 0.1904% in
Sanganji Jomons, the frequency was 0.0456% in Denisovan (Table 3.7). When I included Vindija
Neanderthal, the frequencies were 0.1705%, 0.0437%, 0.0247%, in Sanganji Jomon, Denisovan,
and Vindija Neanderthal, respectively. The frequencies were quite different among the ancient
samples. There are two possibilities to explain the difference. The first possibility is that the
frequencies of post-mortem change were truly different between the two individuals.
Environmental conditions (e.g. temperature, humidity, pH value, geochemical properties of the
soil) make differences the condition of ancient DNA. Another possibility is the difference of the
depth in each nucleotide positions. To reduce the effect of sequence error, I chose bases having
high base quality in each nucleotide positions. If the depth is low, the possibility to choose
relatively low base quality will increase, which can be recognized as post-mortem changes, not as
sequencing error. In other words, the effect of sequencing error to the frequencies of post-mortem
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changes may be reduced if the depth is high enough.
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Table 3.5: Summary of genomic sequence data overlapping among Sanganji Jomon
(131421-3 and 131464), 14 modern humans, Denisovan (high coverage), and
Chimpanzee (PanTro2)
Number of bases
All sequence

52,462,354

All sequence (only one type or two
types)

52,454,859

Fixed in all 17 individuals
All

50,621,450

A

14,277,968

T

14,286,664

G

11,029,641

C

11,027,177

All variant site (only two types)
All

1,833,409

Transversion

481,128
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3.3.4 Principal component analysis
I carried out principal component analysis (PCA) to explore the genetic relationship
between the Sanganji Jomon individual and modern worldwide populations. I listed the number
of SNPs used for PCA in Table 3.8. When I used worldwide populations, Sanganji Jomons
grouped with other East Eurasians (Figures 3.5-3.7). Within East Eurasia, however, Sanganji
Jomon was isolated from other modern East Eurasians (Figures 3.8, 3.9). The isolation indicates
that the Sanganji Jomon was genetically apart from modern East Eurasians. However, modern
Japanese were located in between Sanganji Jomon and other East Eurasians in PC3 of Figure
3.8b. Within East Asians, modern Japanese (JPT) was located between Sanganji Jomon and Han
Chinese from Beijing (Figure 3.9). This indicates that the genetic source of immigrants from
Eurasian continents in and after Yayoi era was from Northern East Asians.
Three populations, Ainu, mainland Japanese, and Ryukyuan, currently inhabit the
Japanese Archipelago (Figure 2.1). I compared Sanganji Jomon with the three Japanese
populations and Han Chinese from Beijing. PC1 divides Ainu and Sanganji Jomons from
mainland Japanese, Ryukyuan, and Han Chinese, and PC2 divides Ainu and Sanganji Jomons
(Figure 3.10). This result suggests the genetic similarity between Sanganji Jomon and modern
Ainu people, followed by the Ryukyuan, but basically their genetic background was quite
different from that of modern three populations inhabiting in the Japanese Archipelago.
To investigate the effect of modern human DNA contamination in statistical analysis, I
carried out PCA with Sanganji 131421-3(2), which had 7.50% (1.2 13.8%, 95% C.I.) of modern
human DNA contaminations. Surprisingly, I didn t observe the effect of the contamination
(Appendix Figure 1).
I also investigated the genetic relationship between archaic humans and HGDP
humans. PC1 divides non-Africans and archaic humans from African and Chimpanzee (Figure
3.11). This indicates that non-Africans were genetically closer to archaic humans than Africans.
Vindija Neanderthal hauls Europeans and East Eurasians, while Denisovan pull not only
Melanesians but also East Asians. I suppose that East Asians are genetically closer to Denisovan
than Europeans.
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Figure 3.6: Genetic relationship among Sanganji Jomon individual 1 and the individuals of
East Eurasia, Oceania, and America based on 4,319 SNPs
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Figure 3.7: Genetic relationship among Sanganji Jomon individual 1 and the individuals of
East Eurasia and Oceania based on 4,319 SNPs
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a) PC1 and PC2

b) PC1 and PC3

Figure 3.8: Genetic relationship among Sanganji Jomon individual and East Eurasians
based on 3,921 SNPs
a) PC1 and PC2, b) PC1 and PC3
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Figure 3.9: Genetic relationship among Sanganji Jomon individual and East Eurasians
based on 61,339 SNPs
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a)

b)

Figure 3.10: Genetic relationship among Sanganji Jomon individual and the individuals of
three populations inhabits in Japanese archipelago (Ainu, mainland Japanese, and
Ryukyuan) and of Chinese Beijing (CHB)
a) 4,600 SNP sites with five Ainu individuals who have non-recent admixture, b) 3,526 SNP
sites with 32 Ainu individuals
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a)

b)

Figure 3.11: Principal Component Analysis of 70,010 SNPs known to be polymorphic
among three individuals, Chimpanzee, Vindija Neanderthal, and Denisovan
38,477 SNPs were unique to Chimpanzee, 22,480 SNPs were unique to Vindija Neanderthal, and
18,019 SNPs were unique to Denisovan. a) PCA of Chimpanzee, Vindija Neanderthal,
Denisovan, and modern humans. b) Magnification of the central portion of the plot.
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3.3.5 Allele sharing analysis
Because the number of individuals and the coverage of genome is limited in Sanganji
Jomon people, it is not suitable to interpret population differentiation between Jomon and modern
populations based on Fst value. I instead investigated the frequency of allele sharing between
Sanganji Jomon individuals and modern populations to infer degree of genetic similarity between
them. I observed that modern East Eurasians share more alleles with Sanganji Jomons than other
worldwide populations (Figure 3.12a). Within East Eurasians, modern Japanese shares more
alleles with Sanganji Jomons than other populations (Figures 3.12b, 3.13). The finding is
consistent with the result of PCA. The frequency of allele sharing with Sanganji Jomon is
relatively high in Northern and Southern East Eurasian ethnic minorities (such as Xibo, Tujia,
and Naxi), and is low in Han Chinese, She, and Dai (although the degree of differences are not
significant). Within Japanese populations, Ainu people retain Jomon component the most, and
Ryukyuan was second most.
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a)

b)

Figure 3.12: Allele sharing between Sanganji Jomon individual and worldwide populations
Color of orange, green, blue, brawn, and violet indicate Europeans, southern East Eurasians,
northern East Eurasians, Oceanians, and Native Americans, respectively. a) comparison with
worldwide populations, b) comparison with East Eurasians, Melanesians, and Native Americans.
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Figure 3.13: Allele sharing between Sanganji Jomon individual and continental East
Eurasians and three populations inhabits in the Japanese Archipelago
Color of green and right green indicates southern East Eurasians and Japanese populations,
respectively.
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3.3.6 Phylogenetic tree analysis
To investigate the phylogenetic relationship between Sanganji Jomon and other
humans, I constructed neighbor-joining tree. Sanganji Jomon clustered neither with Northeast nor
with Southeast Asians, but was located as the outgroup of modern East Eurasians and Native
American (Figures 3.14, 3.15). Branch lengths of Sanganji Jomon were long. I assume that the
cause of long branch is post-mortem change, PCR error, and sequencing error. In HGDP
populations, the bootstrap value between Sanganji Jomon and other East Eurasian populations
were not significant (69.6%), but the value increased when I removed Japanese from the analysis
(85.7%) because Japanese inherit Jomon genome and the inheritance makes the bootstrap value
low. In the populations from 1000 genome project, I observed same tendency, although
Colombia, Native American, clustered with European (Figure 3.15). The cluster probably
indicates recent gene introgression from Europeans into Colombian. However, when I
constructed the tree with genome sequences of 17 individuals, Sanganji Jomon was outgroup of
modern East Asians but postdated the divergence of East Asians and Karitiana with 100%
bootstrap value (Figure 3.16). The bootstrap value between Sanganji Jomons and Karitiana was
instead non-significant when I removed Japanese from the analysis (79%) (Figure 3.17). Within
the Japanese Archipelago, Ainu and Sanganji Jomon clustered with the 100% bootstrap
probability (Figure 3.18). This result is consistent with the result of PCA (Figure 3.10).
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Figure 3.14: A Neighbor-joining tree of Sanganji Jomon individual and HGDP modern
human populations based on allele frequencies of 4,319 SNPs
Color of blue, green, orange, and brawn indicate northern East Eurasians, southern East
Eurasians, Europeans, and Oceanians, respectively.
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Figure 3.15: A neighbor-joining tree of Sanganji Jomon individual and worldwide modern
human populations based on 74,491 SNPs
Color of blue and green indicate northern East Eurasians and southern East Eurasians,
respectively.
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3.3.7 Network analysis
To take multiple human migrations into account for the establishment of East Eurasians
and Sanganji Jomon people, I constructed phylogenetic network. I observed the split of (Sanganji
Jomon, Japanese; other East Asians) (Figures 3.19, 3.20, 3.21). The split shared among Sanganji
Jomon and Japanese suggests that modern Japanese are the admixture of Jomon people and
continental populations, which is inferred from the result of PCA. The structures of network
based on genomic sequences and genome wide SNPs were basically the same (Figure 3.22).
Within European, French were relatively closer to East Eurasians than Sardinian. Within
Melanesians, Melanesian was relatively closer to East Eurasians than Papuan.
Interestingly, Karitiana, Native American inhabiting in Brazil, has genetic similarity
with Europeans. Since Karitiana is genetically intact from recent migrants from Europe, the
genetic similarity among Karitiana and Europeans may suggest ancient gene flow among them.
Neither the genetic similarity between European and Sanganji Jomons nor between European and
East Eurasians were observed. However, the split separating European and Karitiana from other
humans include Tianyuan, ancient East Asian inhabited in Beijing China about 40,000 YBP
(Figure 3.23).
I investigated genetic relationship between ancient or modern humans and archaic
humans, Neanderthal and Denisovan. Recent studies suggest that ancestors of non-African
populations experienced admixture with Neanderthals, while Denisovan contributed 4 6% of its
genetic material to the genomes of present-day Melanesians (Green et al., 2010; Rasmussen et
al., 2011; Reich et al., 2011; Meyer et al., 2012). I suppose that post-mortem changes in ancient
samples skew the topology of phylogenetic network, and it sometimes give false positive or
negative results. I adjusted pair-wise distances to weed out the effect of post-mortem changes
(Table 3.9), and constructed network tree based on both uncorrected and corrected pair-wise
distances to compare the difference of the results. I observed that most of the splits were
consistent with each other, although the widths of splits were little bit different. I observed splits
not only separating Vindija Neanderthal and Non-African including Sanganji Jomon from
Africans but also separating Denisovan and Papuan from other humans (Figures 3.19, 3.20). In
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addition, ambiguous but clear splits separating Denisovan, Sanganji Jomon, Japanese, and Dai
from other modern humans were observed (Figure 3.20). The splits of blue arrow probably
corresponds to the genetic tie between Vindija Neanderthal and non-African, and the splits of red
arrow perhaps corresponds to the genetic tie between Denisovan and Papuan, Sanganji Jomon,
Japanese, and Dai, respectively. These results imply that Vindija Neanderthal contributed their
genetic material to Sanganji Jomon, and Denisovan contributed their genetic material to not only
Papuan but also Sanganji Jomon, Japanese, and Dai.
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3.3.8 D-statistics
In addition to network analysis, I carried out D-statistic analysis to detect the gene flow
among ancient and modern humans. When I compute Dstandard(Chimpanzee, Africans; NonAfricans, Sanganji Jomons) and Dstandard(Chimpanzee, Europeans; East Asians and Native
Americans, Sanganji Jomons), I obtained negative Dstandard-value and a significant Zstandard-score
(Table 3.10). However, when I take the effect post-mortem change into account in the
calculation, I obtained positive Drevision-value and non-significant Zrevision score. These results
mean that the effect of post-mortem change is so large, and the revision is important.
I tried to investigate the genetic relationship between Sanganji Jomon and archaic
humans. When I compute Drevision(Chimpanzee, Vindija Neanderthal; Africans, Sanganji Jomons
and non-Africans), I obtain positive Drevision-value and a significant Zrevision-score (Table 3.11).
This indicates that Sanganji Jomons as well as present-day non-Africans were genetically closer
to Vindija Neanderthal than Africans. Significant Zrevision(Chimpanzee, Vindija Neanderthal;
French or Han, Sanganji Jomons) indicates that Sanganji Jomon were more genetically close to
Vindija Neanderthal. This pattern was observed in Papuan and Dai as well as Sanganji Jomon.
The phylogenetic network in Figure 3.19 also showed that Papuan and East Eurasians including
Sanganji Jomons were genetically closer to Vindija Neanderthal than European and Africans.
When I compute Drevision(Chimpanzee, Denisovan; H2, H3), I observed that Sanganji Jomon and
Papuan were significantly and genetically closer to Denisovan than other present-day humans
(Table 3.10). The genetic relationship suggests that there were gene flow between Denisovan and
the ancestors of not only Papuan but also Sanganji Jomons. Japanese and Dai also had relatively
high Zrevision-score than French, which may correspond to Denisovan gene flow into Japanese and
Dai. But the Zrevision-scores were not significant. For the revision of Z-score, I assumed that the
frequency of post-mortem change was 0.0456% and 0.1904% in Denisovan and Sanganji Jomon,
respectively, and the frequencies strongly correlate to the Zrevision-scores. I investigated how much
do the change of the frequencies change the Zrevision-scores. I observed that if the Pj was larger
than 0.11%, Zrevision-score of Denisovan-Sanganji Jomons became significant. Therefore, I
suppose that Sanganji Jomon retain Denisovan DNA than other East Eurasians.
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Another interesting viewpoint is the genetic relationship within Non-African people. I
observed that Japanese include many unique derived-alleles (OAAAB or OAABA) than other nonAfricans, and share many derived-alleles with Sanganji Jomons (OAABB) (Table 3.10). This
indicates that Japanese have high genetic diversity, and the diversity may be caused by the
genetic introduction from Jomon people. The feature observed in Japanese is consistent with
previous study (The 1000 Genomes Project Consortium, 2012). Network analyses showed the
gene flow among French and Karitiana (Figures 3.19, 3.20, 3.22). My D-statistic analysis also
showed the relationship. This finding is consistent with Patterson et al., (2011).
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3.4 Discussion
3.4.1 History of Sanganji Jomon people
I observed that Sanganji Jomons were the member of modern East Eurasians (Figures
3.5, 3.6, 3.7). Morphological evidence suggests that Jomon people originated from Southeast
Asia (Turner, 1987, 1990; Hanihara, 1991; Matsumura, 2007; Matsumura et al., 2009,
Yamaguchi, 1999), while archaeology, genetics, and recent studies of cranial morphology suggest
that the Jomon people were of northern origin (Nei, 1995; Imamura, 1996; Omoto and Saitou,
1997; Hanihara and Ishida, 2009; Nakashima et al., 2010). To elucidate their origin, I carried out
PCA and phylogenetic analysis, and investigated whether Sanganji Jomon phylogenetically
cluster with modern Northeast Asians or Southeast Asians. Interestingly, within East Eurasians,
Sanganji Jomons were genetically apart from all other East Eurasians, and they didn t cluster
with both modern Northeast Asians and Southeast Asians in PCA. These isolations from modern
East Eurasians may indicates that Sanganji Jomons had been genetically isolated from
continental East Eurasians for long time, or the genetic background of modern East Eurasians
dramatically changed after that the Neolithic period started. I think that the former idea is correct,
but it is necessary to sequence the ancient genome of Paleolithic and Neolithic continental people
to answer which idea is correct.
The phylogenetic tree shows that Sanganji Jomons diverged from the ancestors of
modern East Eurasians (Figures 3.13, 3.14, 3.16). PCA shows that Sanganji Jomon was located in
between Cambodian and Yakut (Figure 3.8), and it looks like that Sanganji Jomons were the
admixed populations between Cambodian and Yakut. I think that it is artifact of PCA, because
Sanganji Jomons was outgroup of all modern East Eurasians in the phylogenetic tree.
Importantly, the phylogenetic relationship implies that modern genetic population structure in
East Eurasians was constructed after the divergence between the ancestors of Sanganji Jomon
and modern East Eurasians. If not, Sanganji Jomon should be classified into the group of either
Northern or Southern Asians in the phylogenetic tree. The results of PCA show that modern
Japanese are between Sanganji Jomon and other continental populations, especially modern Han
Chinese through different datasets (Figure 3.9). In addition, the result of network analysis shows
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the genetic relationship between not only Japanese and Chinese but also Japanese and Sanganji
Jomons. This suggests that modern Japanese are the result of admixture between Jomon people
and Northeast Asians. The candidate of later genetic source is migrants from the continental East
Asia to the Japanese Archipelago during and after the Yayoi period who introduced rice
agriculture.
The divergence between Sanganji Jomons and Native Americans were unclear in my
phylogenetic analysis, because in genome wide SNP data, Sanganji Jomons were outgroup of
both East Eurasians and Native Americans (85.7% bootstrap value, not significant), while in
genome sequence data, the divergence between Sanganji Jomons and modern East Eurasians
postdated the divergence of Native American from East Eurasians (79% bootstrap value, not
significant). It indicates that the events of human migration into or within East Eurasia and into
American continents are not simple, and it is necessary to consider more complex history to clear
the genetic relationship among them. Network tree, which describe the complexity, shows that
Sanganji Jomon was located in the ancestors of both East Asians and Native Americans (Figures
3.19, 3.20, 3.22). The phylogenetic relationship may suggest that Sanganji Jomons diverged from
the ancestors of modern East Asians and Native Americans. If this idea is correct, the divergence
time between Sanganji Jomon and the ancestors of East Eurasian and Native American would
predate 15,000 YBP, because the ancestors of modern Native Americans migrated into the North
American continent about that period. Assuming that modern continental Asian populations are
the descendants of people from the Early Upper Paleolithic period, the ancestors of 3,000 year
old Sanganji Jomon people had migrated into Japanese Archipelago during the Upper Paleolithic
period. Interestingly, I observed splits of ((European, Native American) (Sanganji Jomon, East
Eurasian)) (Figures 3.19, 3.20, 3.22, 3.23). D-statistic analysis also shows not significant but
negative D-value in D(Africans, French; Native American, East Asians) (Table 3.10). This
suggests two possibilities: one is the gene flow between Sanganji Jomon and East Eurasians after
the first divergence from the ancestry of East Eurasian and Native Americans; another is the gene
flow between Native American and European after the split between East Eurasian and Native
Americans. The phylogenetic complexity might make ambiguous result of phylogenetic tree.
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Gene flow between ancient Europeans and Native American is plausible to explain the result of
Figure 3.19 and 3.20. Because Karitiana is genetically intact from the recent immigrants from
Europe, the splits were not the result genetic introgression from recent European migrants.
Patterson et al. (2012) mentioned the possibility that ancient northern Eurasian population
contributed genetic material both to the ancestral population of the Americas, and also to the
ancestral population of northern Europe. A draft genome of Siberian boy from 24,000 YBP
suggests that western Eurasian genetic signatures in modern-day Native Americans derived not
only from post-Columbian admixture, but also from a mixed ancestry of the First Americans
(Raghavan et al., 2013). The position of Sanganji Jomon in Figure 3.19 and 3.20 seems to
indicate no gene flow with Europeans. So, Sanganji Jomons were mostly genetically derived
from Southeast Asia.
I also would like to discuss the genetic relationship between Sanganji Jomons and
40,000 YBP East Asian Tianyuan individual from Beijing, China. Since Fu et al. (2013) reported
the pairwise nucleotide differences among Tianyuan, 10 present-day humans, and Denisovan, I
constructed a phylogenetic network (Figure 3.23). Tianyuan was located in the root of modern
East Asians and Native American. However, surprisingly, I observed a split suggesting the
genetic similarity between Tianyuan and Europeans. Raghavan et al. (2013) investigated the
genetic relationship between Tianyuan and Europeans based on D-statistical analysis, but no
genetic relationships were observed between them. We should be noted that these results are
based on only chromosome 21. As Tianyuan has mtDNA haplotype B, which is the typical
haplotype in East Asians, Tianyuan is basically a member of East Asians, but the genetic
relationship between them is still unclear. This result is based on chromosome 21. So, it is
essential to accumulate additional genomic information from Tianyuan.

3.4.2 History of Ainu, modern Japanese, and Ryukyuan
Hanihara s dual structure model is a standard theory to explain the history of modern
three populations inhabit in Japanese Archipelago. This theory predicts that mainland Japanese
more admixed with agricultural people than Ainu and Ryukyuan in and after the Yayoi period.
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Recent genetic studies indirectly support this model (e.g. Yamaguchi-Kabata et al., 2008; Jinam
et al., 2012). Our PCA and phylogenetic tree show that the ancestor of Ainu and Ryukyuan were
less admixed with migrants from Eurasian continent, and retains more genetic components of the
Jomon people (Figures 3.10, 3.17). I also found that the Ainu and Ryukyuan share many alleles
with Sanganji Jomon (Supplementary Figure 11). These results are consistent with the dual
structure model (Hanihara, 1991; Yamaguchi, 1999) and other recent morphologic and genetic
studies (Fukase et al., 2012, Jinam et al., 2012). However, the dual structure model doesn t fully
explain the results of PCA, because PC2 of Figure 1c, which is independent to the signal of
admixture with Yayoi and later continental migrants, divides Ainu people and Sanganji Jomon.
There are three possibilities to explain this pattern. The first possibility is that ancestors of the
Ainu people experienced admixture with other populations after the Jomon period, and they are
genetically differentiated from Jomon people. The candidate population is Okhotsk people, who
inhabited the Northeastern costal area of the Hokkaido region from the 5th to 13th century
(Figure 1.3). They were morphologically close to modern Southern Siberians, Nivkhi and Ulchi
people (Ishida, 1988, 1996; Kozintsev, 1990, 1992; Komesu et al., 2008). Recent studies suggest
that the Okhotsk people merged with descendants of Hokkaido Jomon people and became
ancestors of the modern Ainu (Sato et al., 2009; Kaburagi et al., 2010; Kazuta et al., 2011; Dodo
et al., 2012). The second possibility is population structure within the Jomon people, whereby the
Sanganji Jomon (Tohoku region) and Hokkaido Jomon (ancestors of modern Ainu) may exhibit
some degree of genetic heterogeneity (Figure 2.1). Since I observed the heterogeneity of mtDNA
between Tohoku Jomon and Hokkaido Jomons (Table 2.9), it is one of plausible reasons. The
third possibility is genetic drift in the ancestors of modern Ainu. This intriguing question will
hopefully be clarified by genome sequencing of the Hokkaido Jomon and Okhotsk people.
I also tried to discuss more about the genetic relationship between Sanganji Jomons
and modern Japanese with mitochondrial DNA. I currently classified the haplotype of Sanganji
131421-3 and 131464 into haplogroup N9b*. The sequences of the two Jomon individuals were
rarely observed in the haplotype N9b of modern Japanese (Table 2.7). It may imply that the
haplotype N9b in modern Japanese are not from Northern Jomon people, but from other Jomon
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people inhabited in different regions (e.g., Southern part of Japanese Archipelago). The
sequencing of southern Jomons is essential for more understanding the history of modern
Japanese.

3.4.3 Genetic relationship between Sanganji Jomon and archaic humans
Another point of interest is whether the ancestors of Jomon people experienced gene
flow with archaic humans. Ancestors of non-African populations experienced admixture with
Neanderthals, whereas Denisovan DNA sequences are observed in modern Papuan, Melanesian,
Australian Aboriginal, and Southeast Asian islanders but not in modern East Asians and Native
Americans (Green et al., 2010; Rasmussen et al., 2011; Reich et al., 2011; Meyer et al., 2012). I
tried to investigate the existence of gene flow in Sanganji Jomons with phylogenetic network
analysis and D-statistic analysis. I found that Non-African individuals including Sanganji Jomons
have Vindija Neanderthal DNA, and all the Africans don t have the signal of Neanderthal gene
flow. Network analysis demonstrates that there was weak gene flow between Denisovan and
Sanganji Jomon, and D-statistic analysis show the genetic contribution of Denisovan to Sanganji
Jomon at significant level. I observed same pattern in Japanese and Dai, but the Zrevision-score was
not significant in D-statistic analysis. However, Jinam et al. (unpublished) shows Ainu and
Japanese were significantly and genetically closer to Denisovan than Europeans. So, these are
plausible results. Meyer et al. (2012) suggests that excess archaic DNA in East Asians does not
appear to be due to Denisovan gene flow into the ancestors of East Asians since the excess
archaic material is more closely related to Vindija Neanderthal than to Denisovan. However, our
Zrevision(Chimpanzee, Denisovan; H2, Sanganji Jomon) were higher than Zrevision(Chimpanzee,
Vindija Neanderthal; H2, Sanganji Jomon) (Table 3.11). Furthermore, in PCA analysis, East
Eurasians get closer to Denisovan than Europeans (Figure 3.18). I consider that excess archaic
DNA in East Asians was from not Vindija Neanderthal but Denisovan. This result is from only
one Jomon population, and it is difficult to take the effect of post-mortem change into account to
detect gene-flow between archaic humans and Jomon people. To reinforce the existence of gene
flow and to overcome the two problems, I need to use other Jomons, who have low post-mortem
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changes or /and more genomic information.

My study clarified the genetic relationship among Sanganji Jomons, present-day
humans, and archaic humans. The genomic information of Sanganji Jomons was only 2% of total
genome, but I cultivated new field in the study of Jomon origin and the history of modern
Japanese and modern East Eurasian. Furthermore, the genetic relationship between Sanganji
Jomons and Denisovan can also be a hint to understand the history of East Eurasian.
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Chapter 4
Nuclear DNA analysis of other Jomon individuals

4.1 Introduction
I discussed the uniqueness of Sanganji Jomon people in previous chapter based on their
nuclear genome. But we don t know whether the Sanganji Jomons were genetically a standard of
all the Jomon people. The results of Sanganji based on mtDNA haplotyping suggests the
heterogeneity of Jomon people among Hokkaido, Tohoku, and Kanto Regions, and it implies that
the history of the Jomon people is more complex than previously considered (Chapter 2; Adachi
et al., 2011). Morphological evidence suggests that there were phenotypic differences among
regions in the early stages of Jomon era, but the differences were canceled in the later stages of
Jomon era. Our knowledge of other Jomon peoples is limited in mitochondrial DNA, and we
don t know the genetic background of the Jomon people from northern and southern part of
Japanese Archipelago. Therefore, further data accumulation and ancient DNA analysis based on
larger samples with both adequate temporal control and more extensive geographical regions are
necessary to clarify an apparently complex Jomon population history. Especially, it is possible
that Jomon people originated from multiple regions. My previous analysis based on nuclear
DNA, discussed in Chapter 3, suggests that the origin of Jomon people were basically from
Southeast Asia, although it is unclear whether the ancestor of Jomon people passed northeast
Asia. The result of Jomon mitochondrial DNA haplotyping implies their Northern origin.
However, Japanese Archipelago connected to Eurasia in last glacial maximum at Hokkaido
region and Kyusyu region, northern and southern part of Japanese Archipelago, respectively, and
it seems that Araya type burin and non-Araya type burin entered into Japanese archipelago from
north and south, respectively (Figure 1.2). So, it is thus possible that the two or more genetically
different migrants, who contributed to the formation of Jomon people, entered into Japanese
Archipelago via both Korean Peninsula and Sakhalin before Jomon era. In addition, the genomic
DNA analysis of late Paleolithic humans as well as Neolithic Jomon people also extremely
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important to investigate the early stages of human migration into Japanese Archipelago and the
genetic relationship between Paleolithic and Neolithic Japanese. It is difficult to obtain the
genomic DNA data from Late Paleolithic humans, but it is valuable to investigate the genome
sequences of Upper Paleolithic Japanese.
I analyzed four additional Jomon individuals from Shikkariabe, Yukura, Odake, and
Daizenno-minami archeological sites, to investigate the genetic relationship among Jomon
people inhabited different regions and era. Shikkariabe and Daizenno-Minami Jomon were from
late Jomon period, while Yukura and Odake Jomon belongs to early Jomon era, which is
important to investigate the genetic difference between early stage and late stage of Jomon
people. Furthermore, I analyzed an Upper Paleolithic Ryukyuan from Shiraho-Saonetabaru,
Ishigaki Island, Ryukyu Archipelago. Recent studies suggest that Upper Paleolithic Ryukyuan
were morphologically distinct from Neolithic Mainland Jomon people (Saso et al., 2011; Suwa et
al., 2011). So, analysis of the Upper Paleolithic Ryukyuan may clarify the relationship between
them in genetic level.

4.2 Material and Methods
4.2.1 Sampling, DNA extraction, library preparations, sequencing, mapping and
contamination estimates
I listed sample informations in Table 4.1. Figure 4.1 show the geographic locations of
each sample. Dr. Ken-ichi Shinoda kindly provided these precious Jomon and Paleolithic human
DNA samples for my Ph.D. study. It should be noted that Professor Noboru Adachi at Yamanashi
University Medical School determined mtDNA haplogroups of Shikkariabe, Yugura, and
Shiraho-Saonetabaru DNA samples. For the genome analyses, I mostly used the samples that
mitochondrial DNA haplotypes were successfully decided. For Shikkariabe, Yugura, and
Shiraho-Saonetabaru, the workflow of DNA extractions were carried out by Professor Noboru
Adachi at University of Yamanashi. For Odake and Daizenno-Minami Jomons, I extracted DNA
at National Science Museum, Tsukuba. Library preparation, sequencing, mapping to human
reference genome, and contamination estimates were the same with Chapter 3.2.
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Table 4.1: Sample information of four Jomon individuals and an Upper Paleolithic Ryukyuan

Sites
Shikkariabe
Yugura

ID
F12
LLM3

Dating
Middle Jomon (4,000 calBP)
Early Jomon (about 8,000 calBP)

Daizenno-Minami

5_3

Late Jomon

Odake

32

Early Jomon

Shiraho-Saonetabaru

-

Upper Paleolithic (about 20,000 YBP)
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Figure 4.1: Map of the Japanese Archipelago and geographic locations of Shikkariabe,
Yugura, Daizenno-Minami, and Odake Jomon, and Shiraho-Saonetabaru investigated in the
present study
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4.2.2 Phylogenetic analysis on mitochondrial DNA and nuclear DNA
I aligned the mtDNA sequences with MEGA 5.0 (Tamura et al., 2011), and constructed
neighbor-Joining tree. I used rCRS (Revised Cambridge Reference Sequence) as outgroup
(Andrews et al., 1999). I ignored gap sites for analysis. In nuclear DNA, I used the workflow
described in Chapter 3.2.8.

4.2.3 Principal Component Analysis and investigating heterogeneity of populations
I did PCA by using the dataset of HGDP-CEPH, Pan Asian SNP Consortium, and
JAHPGC to investigate the genetic relationships among the three Jomons and modern humans
(The HUGO Pan-Asian SNP Consortium, et al., 2009). Figure 4.2 shows geographical locations
of PASNP populations from Southeast Asia. The data preparation steps were the same with that
described in chapter 3.2.6.1. I listed the number of SNPs overlapping between Jomon people and
modern humans in Table 4.2. To investigate the relationship among three Jomon individuals,
Shikkariabe, Yukura, and Sanganji Jomons, I included two Jomons into one PCA. I also carried
out PCA by using Shikkariabe Jomon and Shiraho-Saonetabaru to investigate the genetic
relationship between Jomon and Upper Paleolithic Ryukyuan.
To investigate whether Jomon people were heterogeneous among regions, we
calculated pair-wise distances of in-group pairs of individuals in Jomon and modern populations.
I used genome wide SNP data for the calculation of pair-wise distances. I assumed that each
population was homogeneous. I compared the distances with that of other populations. I suppose
that the distance among two Jomon individuals was small as well as other populations if Jomon
people were heterogeneous.
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Figure 4.2: Geographical locations of PASNP populations from Southeast Asia
(from Adbulla et al., 2009)
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I examined the genetic relationship between Shikkariabe Jomon and archaic humans
with PCA. Protocol of the PCA is different from a standard PCA. I used HGDP-CEPH datasets
for the analysis. Since the depth of genome is low, I randomly chose one allele in each SNP sites
and duplicated it to prepare homozygous diploid datasets in each present-day humans and ancient
humans. I first carried out a PCA on chimpanzee, Neandertal and Denisova, without using data
from Jomon and present-day humans at all. Using the SNP weights from the PCA, I can then
project the Jomon and present-day humans onto the plane of PC1 and PC2. This allows us to
explore the relationship of diverse present-day humans relative to archaic humans and
chimpanzee, and to test if the genetic differences among present-day humans are correlated to the
differences among these non-modern humans. I also considered the effect of post-mortem
changes in the analysis, but the effect is dramatically small and mostly negligible. I also
investigated the genetic relationship between Ainu people and archaic humans with same analysis
without using Shikkariabe Jomon individual.

4.2.4 Network analysis of nuclear genome
I constructed phylogenetic network based on the genomic sequence of Shikkariabe
Jomon, Sanganji Jomon, 14 present-day humans, two archaic humans, and Chimpanzee. I used
the workflow described in chapter 3.3.7.

4.2.5 D-statistic analysis
I calculated Dstandard, Zstandard, Drevision and Zrevision with (3.2.8.9) and (3.2.8.10). I used
genome sequence of Shikkariabe Jomon, Sanganji Jomons, 14 present-day humans, Denisovan,
Vindija-Neanderthal, and Chimpanzee. I used the nucleotide positions which all the 19
individuals have, and only transversion substitution is used for the analysis. Since I sequenced
80% of Shikkariabe Jomon genome, I also tried the D-statistic analysis based on genome wide
SNP data, HGDP-CEPH. I also considered the effect of post-mortem changes in the dataset, but
the effect is dramatically small and mostly negligible.
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4.3 Results
4.3.1 Sequencing of four Jomon individual genomes
From five ancient samples, I obtained 455,403,880 sequence reads (Table 4.3). About
13% of the total reads were from an individual in Yugura Jomon, while 71.71% of the sequence
reads were from an individual in Shikkariabe Jomon. Coverage of the human genome was 9.55%
and 79.86%, respectively. On the other hand, the frequencies of human DNA were quite small in
Odake Jomon, Daizenno-minami Jomon, and Shiraho-Saonetabaru (0.09-0.15%). It seems that
DNAs from the samples inhabited northern regions were well preserved. It indicates that the
temperature is one of an important factor for DNA preservation. Although the frequencies are
small in later three samples, many of sequence reads remained after the filtering with Mapq30,
and the frequency of singleton is also small unlike Sanganji 131421-2(1) and 131464(2). This
may indicate that the mapped reads are from humans. With the help of Dr. Kirill Kryukov, I
observed C to T misincorporation and the specific cleavage patterns characteristic to ancient
DNA (Figure 4.3), and it indicates that all the four samples include Jomon DNA. For the
following statistical analysis, I basically used genome sequences determined for Shikkariabe
Jomon and Yugura Jomon.
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a) Shikkariabe (F12)

b) Yugura (LLM3)

c) Daizenno-Minami (5-3)

d) Shiraho-Saonetabaru
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e) Shikkariabe (F12)

f) Yugura (LLM3)

g) Daizenno-Minami (5-3)

h) Shiraho-Saonetabaru

Figure 4.3: Pattern of postmortem misincorporation and depurination in Shikkariabe,
Yugura, Daizenno-Minami Jomon and Shiraho-Saonetabaru individuals
a-d) Red line indicates C to T misincorporation, and blue line indicates G to A misincorporation.
e-h) Base composition of the human reference genome around the 5'- and 3'-ends of the sequence
reads.
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4.3.2 MtDNA haplotyping and tree analysis
I determined the mtDNA haplotypes of two individuals. Shikkariabe Jomon individual
and Yugura Jomon individual were classified into haplotype D4h2 and D4b2, respectively. Some
modern Japanese have the two haplotypes. Since I obtained the complete mtDNA sequences of
Shikkariabe Jomon at high sequence depth, I constructed a phylogenetic tree of haplotype D4h2
sequences. The phylogenetic tree suggests that Shikkariabe Jomon individual was basal of
haplotype D4h2, or she diverged from other D4h2 sub-groups linking to the lineage of modern
Japanese (Figure 4.4). Combination of the mutation in T961C, G8269A, T13879C, A15236G,
C16278T!, and T16325C specify haplotype D4h2. However, Shikkariabe Jomon didn t have
mutation in T961C and G8269A. Haplotype D4b2 have sub-haplotype D4b2a and D4b2b, and
modern Japanese belongs to either D4b2a or D4b2b (Table 4.4). However, Yugura Jomon was
classified into ancestral haplotype, D4b2*.
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4.3.3 Contamination estimates
The frequency of modern human DNA contamination was 1.48-30.08% (Table 4.5).
The frequencies of contamination were relatively high in Odake Jomon, Daizenno-minami
Jomon, and Shiraho-Saonetabaru sample, because the DNAs were highly degraded and sensitive
to low amount of the contaminations. The contamination frequencies, estimated from
mitochondrial DNA and nuclear DNA, were very close each other.
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4.3.4 Estimation the frequency of post-mortem change
I inferred the frequency of post-mortem changes on Shikkariabe Jomon, Sanganji
Jomon, Denisovan, and Vindija Neanderthal. About 24 million nucleotide positions were
available for the estimation (Table 4.6). The frequency of post-mortem transversion-type
substitution is only 0.0196% in the Shikkariabe Jomon genome (Table 4.7). The frequency is one
tenth of the frequency in Sanganji Jomon genomes. The frequencies may be proportional to the
residual rate of human DNA and to the coverage of the genome, which reduce the effect of
sequencing error. The frequencies of post-mortem changes were 0.0247% and 0.0437% in
Vindija Neanderthal and Denisovan, respectively, and the frequency on Vindija Neanderthal is
consistent with the estimation by Reich et al. (2011).
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Table 4.6: Summary of genomic sequence data overlapping among Shikkariabe Jomon, Sanganji
Jomon, 14 modern humans, Vindija Neanderthal, Denisovan, and Chimpanzee
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4.3.5 Principal component analysis and investigating heterogeneity of populations
To investigate the genetic relationship among two Jomons and HGDP-CEPH East
Eurasians, Melanesians, and Native Americans I carried out PCA. I observed that two Jomon
individuals clustered with present-day East Eurasians, but they were relatively closer to
Melanesians than other East Eurasians (Figure 4.5a). When I carried out PCA on two Jomons and
modern East Eurasians, both Shikkariabe and Yugura Jomon individuals were isolated from
modern continental East Eurasians (Figure 4.5b). These results are consistent with the result
using Sanganji Jomons (see Chapter 3). Since the number of SNPs was larger than that of
Sanganji Jomon, we can clearly see the differences between the two Jomons and East Eurasians.
Two Jomons were from different regions and periods, but they were plotted to similar positions.
Even in the Japanese Archipelago, all three Jomons neighbored each other, and they apart from
all the three present-day populations who inhabit in the Japanese Archipelago (Figure 4.6). The
genetic similarity among Jomon individuals was observed not only in PC1 and PC2 but also PC3
and PC4, and I didn t find the evidence that Jomon people were heterogeneous in terms of
regions and era. I also investigated pair-wise distances of Shikkariabe Jomon and Yugura Jomon
with JAHPGC dataset, and I found that their distances (mean = 0.257) were smaller than those
for other populations (Table 4.8). This result also supports that the two Jomon individuals were
homogeneous each other.
I also investigated the genetic relationship between Shikkariabe Jomon and PASNP
human minorities from southern part of East Eurasians and Melanesians. I observed that
Shikkariabe Jomon was isolated from other East Eurasians, but Shikkariabe Jomon was relatively
closer to Austronesian Philippino and Taiwanese than Sino-Tibetan Chinese, Taiwanese, and
Korean (Figure 4.7).
I carried out PCA with Shikkariabe Jomons, Upper Paleolithic Ryukyuan, and the
individuals from three Japanese populations and Chinese Beijing. Against my expectations, the
number of SNPs was limited, but I tried to investigate the genetic relationship between Jomon
people and Paleolithic Ryukyuan. PC1 separated Shikkariabe Jomon and Paleolithic Ryukyuan
from other modern humans (Figure 4.8). Since informative SNPs were limited, it is premature to
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extract meaningful result from Figure 4.8, but it is possible that both Jomon people and
Paleolithic Ryukyuan shared the same ancestors migrated from Southeast Asia into East Asia.
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a)

b)

Figure 4.5: Genetic relationship among Three Jomons and HGDP-CEPH populations
a) Shikkariabe Jomon, Yugura Jomon, and HGDP-CEPH East Eurasians, Melanesians, and
Native Americans, b) Shikkariabe Jomon, Yugura Jomon, and HGDP-CEPH East Eurasians.
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a)

b)

Figure 4.6: Genetic relationship among three Jomon individuals and the individuals of
three populations inhabits in Japanese archipelago (Ainu, mainland Japanese, and
Ryukyuan) and of Chinese Beijing (CHB)
a) Shikkariabe Jomon and Sanganji Jomons, b) Shikkariabe Jomon and Yugura Jomon.
a)
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b)

Figure 4.7: Genetic relationship among Shikkariabe Jomon and PASNP East Eurasians and
Melanesian
a) result of PC1 and PC2, b) result of PC3 and PC4.
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Figure 4.8: Genetic relationship among Shikkariabe Jomon, Shiraho-Saonetabaru
individual, and the individuals of three populations inhabits in Japanese archipelago (Ainu,
mainland Japanese, and Ryukyuan) and of Chinese Beijing (CHB)
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I also carried out PCA with Chimpanzee, Vindija Neanderthal, Denisovan, Shikkariabe
Jomon, and modern humans to investigate the genetic relationship between the Shikkariabe
Jomon and archaic humans. A total of 53,783 SNP sites were available. Present-day non-Africans
were genetically closer to archaic humans than African people (Figure 4.9), and Vindija
Neanderthal hauls Shikkariabe Jomon as well as other Eurasians and Native Americans.
Denisovan pulls all East Asians and Melanesians, especially the contribution of Denisovan gene
flow seems to be strong in Melanesians. This result is consistent with the result of Reich et al.
(2011). Shikkariabe Jomon was within the cluster of East Eurasians, and no strong Denisovan
gene flow was observed. If Shikkariabe Jomon and Sanganji Jomon were homogeneous, the
result is inconsistent with the result of D-statistic analysis in Chapter 3. I conducted the same
analysis by substituting Ainu people for Shikkariabe Jomon. A total of 16,496 SNP sites were
available, and all the five individuals were within the cluster of modern European, East Eurasians
and Native Americans (Figure 4.10). Because of the limitation of available SNPs, the separation
between Europeans and East Eurasians was not observed. Since Ainu people seem to inherit
many of their genetic components from Jomon people, the result is consistent with the result of
Shikkariabe Jomon.
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Figure 4.9: Principal Component Analysis of 53,783 SNPs known to be polymorphic among
three individuals, Chimpanzee, Vindija Neanderthal, and Denisovan
26,051 SNPs were unique to Chimpanzee, 15,181 SNPs were unique to Vindija Neanderthal, and
12,551 SNPs were unique to Denisovan. a) PCA of Chimpanzee, Vindija Neanderthal,
Denisovan, and modern humans. b) Magnification of the central portion of the plot.
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Figure 4.10: Principal Component Analysis of 20,843 SNPs known to be polymorphic
among three individuals, Chimpanzee, Vindija Neanderthal, and Denisovan
10,053 SNPs were unique to Chimpanzee, 5,941 SNPs were unique to Vindija Neanderthal, and
4,849 SNPs were unique to Denisovan. I magnified the central portion of the plot.
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4.3.6 Phylogenetic tree and Network analysis
It has been shown that Sanganji Jomon and Shikkariabe Jomon are genetically close in
chapter 4.3.5. To investigate phylogenetic relationship between the two Jomons and among the
two Jomons and modern or archaic humans, I constructed phylogenetic tree and network.
Sanganji Jomon and Shikkariabe Jomon clustered at the 100% bootstrap value (Figure 4.11). It
indicates that the two Jomons belong to same lineage in East Asia, which is consistent with the
result of PCA (Figure 4.11). In network analysis, Shikkariabe Jomon and Sanganji Jomon shared
a long split (network not shown). The long split may indicate that Shikkariabe Jomon and
Sanganji Jomon were genetically isolated from other populations for a long time.
No European gene flow was observed in Shikkariabe Jomons as well as Sanganji
Jomons. Within the population of Japanese Archipelago, Shikkariabe Jomon was a little closer to
modern Japanese than Sanganji Jomons. It is possible that this is caused by the effect of postmortem changes. I thus corrected the pair-wise distances with equation (3.6) to minimize the
effect of post-mortem changes in network analysis (Table 4.9). The corrected phylogenetic
network shown in Figure 4.12 showed the same topology with the network using uncorrected
distances. The splits separating Vindija Neanderthal and Shikkariabe Jomon from Africans
suggest the gene flow of Vindija Neanderthal into the ancestors of Shikkariabe Jomon. The result
is consistent with the result of PCA (Figure 4.9). However, the Denisovan gene flow into
Shikkariabe Jomon was not observed (Figure 4.13), which is incongruent result with
phylogenetic network described in Chapter3. It is possible that the phylogenetic network doesn t
show all the genetic relationship. Actually, when I used only four individuals for network
analysis, I observed splits separating Shikkariabe Jomon and Denisovan from Chimpanzee and
another present-day human (e.g. Figure 4.14a). The amount of Denisovan DNA seems to be high
in Papuan than Shikkariabe Jomon (Figure 4.14b).
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4.3.7 D-statistic analysis
To detect gene flow among anatomically modern humans and archaic humans, I did Dstatistic analysis. Based on genome sequences, significant positive Drevision score and Zrevision
values were observed for the quartet of [Chimpanzee, Vindija Neanderthal; San/French/Han,
Shikkariabe Jomon] (Table 4.10). The positive values indicate that Shikkariabe Jomon retain
more archaic DNA than San, French, and Han. When I computed Dstandard(Chimpanzee,
Denisovan; H2, H3), I observed that Shikkariabe Jomon and Papuan had positive Drevision score
and significant Zstandard values. Taking post-mortem change into account, not only Shikkariabe
Jomon and Papuan but also Sanganji Jomon and Dai showed significant Zrevision values. The
Zrevision value of Sanganji Jomon was relatively higher than Shikkariabe Jomon. It is possible that
I overestimated the frequency of post-mortem changes in Sanganji Jomons. The
Zrevision(Chimpanzee, Denisovan; French, Shikkariabe) was larger than Zrevision(Chimpanzee,
Vindija Neanderthal; French, Shikkariabe). This suggests that excess archaic DNA components in
the Shikkariabe Jomon genome than European was from Denisovan, not Vindija Neanderthal.
This result is consistent with the result of network analysis (Figure 4.14), but is inconsistent with
principal component analysis (Figure 4.9).
I also used genome wide SNP data instead of genomic sequencing data to detect gene
flow with D-statistic analysis. A total of 285,716 SNP sites were available. I detected the gene
flow between Vindija Neanderthal and Shikkariabe Jomon as well as other Non-Africans, while
no Denisovan gene flow was detected (Table 4.10, Appendix Table 1). Even if I take the effect of
post-mortem changes into account, the Zrevision(Chimpanzee, Denisovan; French, Shikkariabe
Jomon) was not significant. This result is inconsistent with the result based on genomic
sequences. There are two possibilities to explain this inconsistency: one is that the SNP sites are
for investigating the differentiation among modern humans, not for that between modern human
and archaic humans, and the dataset doesn t include informative SNP sites to detect Denisovan
gene flow into East Eurasians. The second possibility is that post-mortem changes, low coverage
of the genome inducing sequencing error, and short sequence reads mismapping to the reference
genome caused false-positive signals in Shikkariabe Jomon. However, the inconsistency was
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observed not only for Shikkariabe Jomon but also for Dai. The similar pattern was observed in
Cambodian (Reich et al., 2011) (Appendix Table 2). In addition, low frequency of post-mortem
changes and small numbers of singleton in mapped reads support weak or negligible effect in Dstatistic analysis. So, I suppose that first assumption is correct.
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4.4 Discussion
Both mitochondrial DNA and nuclear genome data showed the uniqueness of
Shikkariabe Jomon and Yugura Jomon. In mitochondrial DNA, Shikkariabe Jomon was classified
into haplotype D4h2, but she phylogenetically diverged from other D4h2-type individuals in
ancient times (Figure 4.4). Haplotype D4h2 was observed in Ulchi from southern Siberian and
Hokkaido Jomon at high frequencies, and haplotype D4b is observed in Tibetan, Chukchi, Altai,
and Koryak at high frequencies (18.5%, 6.67%, 3.57%, and 2.58%, respectively). This
connection supports that northern to central Jomon people originated from northeast Asia.
Previous studies showed that many northern Jomon individuals were classified into ancestral
haplotypes or rare haplotypes, N9b*, M7a*, M7a2, while modern Japanese mainly have
haplotypes N9b1, N9b2, N9b3, and M7a1. One possibility of this result is that not northern but
central or southern part of Jomon people mainly contribute to the genetic formation of modern
Japanese. This is mere guesswork, and it is necessary to clarify the haplotype of central and
southern Jomon people.
I obtained the 80% of Jomon genome from Shikkariabe Jomon individual. I could use
the Shikkariabe Jomon genome as reference Jomon genome. The high coverage of Jomon
genome made it possible to investigate the genetic relationship among Jomon people from
different regions and era, based on genome sequences. Introduction of two different microblade
stone tools into the Japanese Archipelago via Sakhalin and Korean Peninsula suggests that
multiple migrants genetically contributed to form Jomon people (Figure 1.2). Based on the limb
bone and cranial metric analyses, Takigawa (2006) demonstrated that there are considerable
interregional variations among Jomon people, implying their heterogeneity (i.e., multiple
origins). I also showed the genetic heterogeneity between Hokkaido&Tohoku Jomon and Kanto
Jomon based on the frequency of mitochondrial DNA haplotypes (see Chapter 2). However, I
observed no genetic heterogeneity between northern and central Jomon in PCA (Figure 4.6). The
pair-wise distances based on genome wide SNPs also showed that Shikkariabe Jomon individual
and Yugura Jomon individual were genetically close each other than other in-pair-distances of
Ainu, Japanese, Ryukyuan, and Chinese Beijing. Since I failed to obtain high coverage of
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Daizenno-Minami Jomon and Odake Jomon genomes, I couldn t compare the genetic
relationship between Tohoku Jomon and coastal to Kanto Jomon people. The genetic relationship
with modern East Eurasians was basically the same with the result of Sanganji Jomons. This
indicates that the Shikkariabe Jomon and Yugura Jomon as well as Sanganji Jomons were
genetically unique in East Eurasians, but the Jomon people were genetically close each other
even if the region and period are different.
Using principal component analysis (PCA), I tried to investigate the genetic
relationship among present-day Japanese, Jomons, and Upper Paleolithic Ryukyuan. The
numbers of SNPs were limited, and it is difficult to say much about the relationships. But the
separation of Jomon and Upper Paleolithic Ryukyuan from other Japanese in PC1 may indicates
the genetic difference between present-day humans and Upper Paleolithic Ryukyuan as well as
Jomons, and Jomon people and Upper Paleolithic Ryukyuan were genetically close each other. To
investigate more detail of the genetic relationship, we need to accumulate more genome
sequences from the Paleolithic humans.
My D-statistic analysis implies that Shikkariabe Jomon showed gene flow not only
from Vindija Neanderthal but also from Denisovan, and the result is consistent with the result of
Sanganji Jomons. The evidence of the Denisovan gene flow wasn t detected from genome wide
SNPs, which is consistent with modern Cambodian and Dai. The inconsistency between the
result based on genome-wide SNP data and the result based on genomic sequencing data may
indicate that genome-wide SNP data is not always suitable to detect the introduction of archaic
DNA, and genomic sequences are better for that. Presence or absence of the gene flow is a matter
of controversy, but the observation of Denisovan gene flow into Jomon people is one of the
keystones to explain the history of modern East Eurasians. Taking into account the result of a
recent morphological study (Matsumura, 2006) and the distribution of Denisovan genetic
material in East Eurasians and Oceanians, parsimonious explanations for my data will be as
follows: first, Denisovan genetic material was introduced into early Southeast Asians, and was
widespread in Northeast Asia and Oceania (ancestors of Jomon and Papuan); second, a later
wave of an ancestral population(s) with no Denisovan admixture spread from Northeast Asia into
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Southeast Asia and contributed significantly to the ancestry of present-day East Eurasians.
However, this can t explain the origin of the non-admixed populations. Furthermore, the 40,000
year old Tianyuan individual who inhabited near Beijing, China, experienced no gene flow with
Denisovan. This implies a complex history in early human migrations into East Asia. But the
analysis to detect Denisovan gene flow into Tianyuan was based on genome-wide SNPs specific
to archaic humans. I suppose that Tianyuan SNPs didn t show the evidence of Denisovan gene
flow, but instead, if Tianyuan genomic sequences become available, it is possible that we can
detect Denisovan DNA material in Tianyuan. Denisovan DNA of modern Japanese seemed to be
diluted with the admixture between Jomon people and agricultural people (Zrevision = 3.9190 in
Shikkariabe Jomon, Zrevision = 5.2154 in Sanganji Jomon, but Zrevision = 1.4505 in JPT). It is
possible that multiple human migrations contributed to the formation of the early stage of East
Eurasians. This relates to the question of the genetic relationship between Upper Paleolithic
Ryukyuan (e.g. Minatogawa people) and Neolithic Jomon people. Although I pointed out the
possibility that Jomon people and Upper Paleolithic Ryukyuan have some genetic relationship,
recent studies based on morphology suggest that Upper Paleolithic Ryukyuan were
morphologically distinct from Neolithic Mainland Jomon people (Saso et al., 2011; Suwa et al.,
2011). More ancient DNA analysis in early East Eurasians will show more detail history of
human migration in East Eurasia.
I observed that Jomon people were genetically quite unique in East Eurasia, and it
suggests that Jomon people were the descendants of early stage of humans migrated into East
Asia. Therefore, Jomon people are very important populations to clarify how early humans
migrated into East Asia. I obtained draft sequence of Shikkariabe Jomon genome, and this made
it possible to compare the Jomon genome with other ancient and modern human genomes. This
result is expected to accelerate the understanding the history of not only modern Japanese and
Jomon people but also East Eurasians and Native Americans. I sequenced part of the genome
from several Jomon individuals to investigate whether Jomon people were single origin or
multiple origins, and whether they were homogeneous or heterogeneous populations. In addition,
it is important to discuss the genetic relationship between Jomon people and Upper Paleolithic
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Japanese. In this study, I successfully obtained 820Kb of genome sequences from 20,000 yearold Upper Paleolithic Ryukyuan, and I could investigate the genetic relationship based on those
genome sequences. Finally, one of the most important discoveries is the existence of genetic
relationship between Jomon people and archaic humans. I observed the genetic relationship
between not only Jomon and Vindija Neanderthal but also Jomon and Denisovan. Since the
current conclusion is only based on partial sequences of the Jomon genomes, further analyses
with more genomic information and other statistical methods is essential in future studies. The
existence of Denisovan DNA material in Jomon people will be one of the center of debate
connected to not only the history of Japanese but also the origin and population structure of East
Eurasian.
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Appendix Figure 1: Genetic relationship among Sanganji 131421-3(2) and the individuals of
three populations inhabits in Japanese archipelago (Ainu, mainland Japanese, and
Ryukyuan) and of Chinese Beijing (CHB)
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Appendix Table 1: Summary of D-statistic analysis of Shikkariabe Jomon, HGDP populations,
Vindija Neanderthal, Denisovan, and Chimpanzee based on genome wide SNP data
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